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A. J. Chittick

THE AUTHOR
Alan Chittick, younger son of Gladys and Nelson Chittick, of Kangaroo Valley, spent the first 18
years of his life in that district. He was educated at Kangaroo Valley Public School, Nowra High
School and Sydney University, graduating in 1949 with Honours in Veterinary Science. Since 1952
he has been a large animal veterinary practitioner in Moss Vale, for the past 15 years mainly in the
equine field.
He has been involved with horses in many aspects as a hobby throughout his life including
show horses, ponies, gallopers and trotters and has maintained a small standard bred stud for
some years from which have come some good winning trotters and pacers.
Admits to a fascination with the Twenties and Thirties, which extends to the social history,
literature, films and popular music of the era as well as the equestrian and other sporting events of
the time.
This largely personal memoir of his family's involvement with the shows of that era is an
offshoot of a more extensive work about the best known jumping horses and personalities in the
Australian show rings in the first half of the century which he has been researching over the past
five years. lt is now nearing completion and awaiting a publisher. R.G.
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FOREWORD
Kangaroo Valley is a unique place, a fertile piece of land tucked away and surrounded entirely
by mountains. The Valley makes a remarkable and lasting impression on all who visit it.
At the turn of the century it must have seemed a remote place indeed considering its relative
isolation even today. However, this impression could not be further from the truth for it was a
flourishing, if small community with many community orientated societies and organisations. One
of the societies was the "Show Society'' dating back to 1885 and in a Australia then dominated by
the rural sector, as it was to be well into the thirties, The people took their showing very seriously.
The agriculture show was the big event of the year in every Australian country town, with the
country virtually taking over the city of Sydney for the Royal Show at Easter in a way which is
difficult to comprehend nowadays.
From the early days "the Valley'' was well represented by both horse and cattle exhibitors at
the Sydney Show. The fine pastures suited both horses and cattle and transport was made
relatively easy after the railway line reached Nowra.
In the ensuing years, for such a small community, there were a remarkable number of winners
in the horse section of Sydney and other shows from the Kangaroo Valley district.
In an era when the horse was king, the horsemen from the Valley began to acquire a reputation
which spread as some moved into a wider sphere competing at shows all over Eastern Australia at
a time when the jumping events at agricultural shows were attracting big crowds and were
followed by the populace as a spectator sport in much the same way as cricket and football.
Changing times after World War II put an end to that era, but it is a piece of Australiana which
we might pause to look back upon with some degree of nostalgia.
Our fathers each in his own way were both concerned with the traditions and customs of the
past, Archie Chittick in particular being instrumental through his participation in the Kangaroo
Valley Historical Society in initiating the establishment of the pioneer village at the Hampden
Bridge. In this centenary year of the Kangaroo Valley Show we have tried to record some of the
lives and times of the horsemen of our families and their friends who participated in the great era
of show ring competition from 1900 to 1950.
lt is hoped that these memoirs will be of interest to the many who still attend shows and
believe in their traditions-perhaps they will evoke some memories of the successes and
disappointments, good times and hard toil, and the down to earth humour of those who
participated in that era of a vanishing Australia.
ALAN CHITTICK
Moss Vale, N.S.W.
GARTH CHITTICK
Kangaroo Valley, N.S.W
MARK CHITTICK
Mosman, N.S.W.

January1985
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1. THE CHITTICK AND NELSON FAMILIES

JAMES CH]TTICK'S FAMILY AT THE BACK TO KANGAROO VALLEY WEEK-1953 Back row (left to right): Robert
Andrew Cecil (Bob) Born 1893; James Thomas Nelson (Sonny) Born 1891; William John Gustavus (Bill) Born
1895; David Henry Ernest Septimus (Sep) Born 1899; Archie Reginald (Archie) Born 1902 Front row (left to
right): Mary Jane Lillian (Lily) Born 1886; Margaret Elsie Ellen (Elsie) Born 1887; Catherine Ida Daisy (Daisy)
Born 1889.
J. Chittick)
In 1880 our branch of the Chittick family
The boys had to immediately(Afind
some kind

migrated from County Fermanagh, Northern
Ireland. It consisted of a widow, Jane Chittick
with her 6 sons and two daughters. Her
husband Gustavus had died in 1865 at the age of
34 as a result of injuries sustained in a fall while
riding in a steeplechase. They had intended to
settle in the Gerringong area where Jane
Chittick had relatives. Many people living in the
area from Kiama to Nowra to this day can trace
their origins to the same districts in Ireland.
Unfortunately two disasters befell the family
soon after their arrival. The widowed mother
had contracted typhoid fever on the voyage and
died the month after their arrival. Her condition
was probably not helped by the news that a
relative who had come ahead with the proceeds
of the sale of their property in Ireland to
purchase land for them at Gerringong had
defected to the United States with the money,
never to be seen again.
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of employment which they did, working on
farms for relatives and friends. James Chittick,
born in 1862 and second youngest in the family,
went with the Maynes and Nelson families when
they moved from Toolijoa to Kangaroo Valley.
He married Mary Jane Nelson in 1885, the same
year as the first Kangaroo Valley show, and was
to spend the rest of his life in Kangaroo Valley.
The sons of his brother Henry, Gus, Charles and
Percy, were to become well known exhibitors of
show cattle; but it was James Chittick who was
to make the showing of a team of jumpers one
of his life's main interests. He began showing his
first jumpers at shows just after the turn of the
century and maintained his team until his death
in 1936, the team probably being at its peak in
the Twenties at a time when show ring jumping
attained its greatest popularity in Australia.
Vast crowds by today's standards flocked to
Sydney Show to watch the ring events, and in
every town large or small in eastern Australia

the annual show was the greatest event of the
year. A member of the Kangaroo Valley Show
Society from when he was a young man, Jim was
president of the society in the years 1921-1924.
The Nelsons, too, had come from County
Fermanagh, Ireland, but at an earlier date,
James Chittick's future wife being born in
Enniskillen. As it happened, three of the Chittick
brothers married three of the Nelson girls. The
Nelsons also took a great interest in the
Kangaroo Valley Show, John Nelson being
president from 1909 to 1921 and again in 1926
and 1927, whilst his brother D.A. (Dick) Nelson
was president from 1943 to 1945.
Apart from the sport and pleasure in owning
a good jumping horse, which had a great appeal
to many of Irish origin at the turn of the century,
there were good prizemoney incentives to enter
the jumping field at agricultural shows.
At the Berry Show in 1899 the main hunt
was worth 35 pounds, and the main high jump
the same amount. in 1905 the Royal
Heavyweight Hunt at Sydney carried a prize of
100 pounds. When set against what would have
been a good weekly wage in Australia of those
days, about 2-3 pounds, these weren't bad
prizes. Show prizes declined a bit in the next
decade, went up to a peak in the Twenties, and

again declined somewhat in the Thirties when
the effects of the Depression hit. Nevertheless,
shows continued to have a tremendous
following up to World War II, as evidenced by
the figures of some Sydney attendances:
131,960 on Easter Monday 1930; 150,108 on
Good Friday 1938, and 174,072 on Easter
Saturday 1939.
Many showgoers of today will be unfamiliar
with the type of jumping contests which
flourished when the jumping teams were at
their peak. The main contests were the high
jump and hunt, the high jump being for the
highest (measured) jump over a special obstacle
which could be built up by additional poles in
successive rounds of the competition. Jumping
started at about 5fi 6in in open high jumps, each
competitor was permitted three attempts and
those who failed to clear the jumps were
eliminated. An additional pole was then added,
making the jump about 3-6in higher, and the
next round commenced. When high jumping
was at its peak in the Twenties and Thirties, as
many as 40 to 50 starters contested these
events at Sydney Easter Show, and the contest
could go on for two to three hours. On one
occasion 12 horses were still left in at 7ft at
Sydney. The hunting contests had their origin in

THE CHITTICK SHOW TEAM-ABOUT 1910
From left: Bob on Minnie; Daisy on Fluco; Bill on Maisie; Lily on Connemara; Sonny on Aide-de-Camp.
(A. J. Chittick)
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the hunter trials of England and Ireland and
were jumped over big solid fences of post-andrails or logs around the show ring, generally
around 10-12jumps at major shows. There was
also a provisioning these events that the horse
competing had to be up to a certain standard in
quality and style. Apart from the basic major
contests there were a number of offshoots such
as ladies' hunt or high jump, pair of hunters,
bareback hunt, tandem hunt and eventually four
horses jumping together in a "section four''
which had its origin in Light Horse (Cavalry)
gymkhanas. During the last years of his life my
father, Nelson (Sonny) Chittick, whose name
incidentally combined the two families', looked
back on his early life. In all that he said and did
in his life it was obvious that he loved three
things, his family, Kangaroo Valley and horses.
He regretted that not more had been recorded
of his early life and good times he and his family
had in the Valley and on the show ring.

Fortunately he did set some of his thoughts and
recollections of the past down on paper and I
have quoted his own words from time to time in
the following narrative. His youngest brother,
Archie, also had a great feeling for things past,
as evidenced by his work for the Back to
Kangaroo Valley Week in 1953 and his efforts in
the establishment of the Kangaroo Valley
Historical Village; and he, too, left some notes
that are valuable in recalling the exploits of the
family's jumpers.

DOWN ON THE FARM
The Chittick boys with Maisie on a summer afternoon about 1911. All the brothers except Bill
. (A. J. Chittick)
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2. JAMES CHITTICK AND HIS HORSES

THE CHITTlCKS AND FRIENDS WITH SHOW TEAM AT MOSS VALE-PROBABLY 1921
Left to right: Minto, held by Herb Richardson; Happy Jack, held by James Chittick; Sonny (trotter) held by
Tom Nelson; Kitty, held by Charlie Johnston; Dunmore Lad, held by Sep Chittick; Maisie, held by Charley
McGlinchcy, Supreme & Daisy held by P. Brown; Euchre held by Nelson (Sonny) Chittick; Snorter
(trotter), Riverina, held by Bill Chittick; Crib, held by Bill Chittick (Gerringong)
(A. J. Chittick)

The first jumping horse regularly shown by
the Chittick family was Young Castlebar, a
stallion by an Irish-bred steeplechaser
Castlebar, said to have been ridden in his races
in Victoria by James Scobie, then a noted
jumping rider and later a famous trainer. Young
Castlebar did some big stud seasons in the
Kangaroo Valley and Shoalhaven districts. He
was looked after mostly by Jim Maguire, a noted
horseman of the day, who also rode him in
hunts and high jumps at local shows and he won
as far afield as Goulburn. During his time at
Kangaroo Valley Young Castlebar sired many
good horses from all types of mares, several of
which did well in the show ring. Edgar Vance, a
fine Kangaroo Valley horseman, had a
wonderful mare called Yellowweed whom he
took to Sydney on several occasions, winning
with her a number of jumping contests
including water jumps and tandem hunts.
Nelson Bros. of Glenmurray also bred a good
horse who actually won the Novice Hunt at the
Sydney Royal but had the misfortune to be
disqualified when his rider Rouse Cosgrove lost
a lead bag during the contest. ln those days the
rider had to weigh in at 11, 12 or 13 stone
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depending on the type of competition. In the
drought of 1902 a man from the Riverina had
cattle agisted on Soper's property on
Cambewarra Mountain. With them was a bay
14.2pony by Dynamite. The cattle were due to
return home and the owner wanted to sell the
pony. My father has this to say about the
purchase of Fluco: ''On New Year's Day the
Church of England always had a sports meeting
a the Showground. They usually had a hunt and
a pony race for bridles. Bill Soper brought Fluco
over and won the hunt. He wanted to sell and
the Boss, being a hard dealer, bought him for 10
pounds 5/0. A few weeks later Berry Show was
on and I led him over. As I was never in a hurry
when leading a good horse I was running late
and was just getting into Berry when the Boss
came racing out on a hack to say they were
starting. I got to the gate and Billy McGee was
there with the saddle, and won the hunt on him.
2 pounds off his price. ‘What a host of prizes he
won after that:'
What a host of prizes this versatile pony did
win, mostly in jumping contests but also
including such diverse events as polo pony.
Fluco's first Sydney win was the 14.2 High Jump

in 1904. Between then and 1917 when he
scored his last Sydney win in the Tandem Hunt,
he won the 14.2 High Jump 4 times,14.2 Pony
Hunt 8 times and the Tandem Hunt(with
various partners) 8 times. In all he won 570
prizes in the show ring at a time when show
horses were not travelled as extensively as in
latter years. Those who remembered him say
that you only had to look once at Fluco to know
what he was. His gameness, ability and
intelligence were outstanding. Billy McGee was
his rider in the early days. Then Roy Thorburn
became his regular rider when more horses
were acquired in 1906 to make a regular show
team which consisted of Fluco, Minnie, Euchre
and Aide-de-Camp. Later Bob Chittick rode him
and so too did Sonny Chittick, then the greatest
exponent of the art of tandem jumping. In this
event the lead horse was driven long reins over
hurdles from a ridden horse. Fluco was the lead
horse for Minnie and later Maisie. He was the
kind of horse who did whatever he was asked to
do to the best of his ability, and those who rode
him remembered him with affection. So too did
those, who competed against him and Dolph
Judd, then owner of Australia's best team of
show horses, never failed to enquire after the
old pony each year after Fluco's retirement
when he met Grandfather Jim Chittick at Sydney
Show. Fluco lived on in his retirement till 29
years of age. James Chittick bred in 1902
Minnie, a black 13.2pony mare by Young
Castlebar from a mare purchased in the Nowra
saleyard which he named Black Beauty. In 1905
she was also the dam of Maisie, who was by
Young Kars, a beautiful cream horse about 14.2
with silver mane and tail. Minnie was a
consistent winner through the next decade in
13.2 hunts and high jumps and tandems. She in
turn was the mother of Minto, a good jumping
pony around the early Twenties. In 1906 H. D.
Morton of Coolangatta, between Berry and
Nowra, dispersed his show team which was
then the biggest in Australia. Desmond was the
star of the team and was purchased by Dolph
Judd, continuing his career till 1914. Captain
Forrest of Berry bought Cockspur and W.
Johnston
Emblo.
Grandfather
Chittick
purchased Aide-de-Camp, a good 12 stone
hunter, at the sale. "Dad came home with Aidede-Camp. He also had with him rug, quarter
sheet, hood and bandages as well as saddle and
bridle. Got the lot. It was the first hood I ever
had, and did l use it. Roy Thorburn came to ride
for us then and we had Aide-de-Camp, Euchre,
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Fluco and Minnie. Quite a good team:' Euchre
was bought from Bert Cox of Nowra who had
come from Albury and brought Euchre with
him. He was the first top-class high jumper
shown by Jim Chittick and first drew attention
to his ability when he swerved and jumped the
wing of the High Jump at Nowra Show ridden by
his owner, who weighed 11 stone. He was
another ridden on occasions by Rouse Cosgrove,
whose family later transferred to the North
Coast. (Coming from the northern Victoria area,
possibly Euchre had some of the same Snowden
blood in him as Desmond.) Euchre was placed
to the invincible Desmond in both major high
jumps at the 1906 Sydney Show, and won the
Consolation High Jump ridden by Roy Thorburn.
Later Dolph Judd bought him and he joined
Desmond, Snowstorm, Novice and two others to
bring the Judd show team up to 6 greys. Maisie
was foaled in 1905, and won the pony high
jump at the Kangaroo Valley Show when only
three years old, ridden by Bob Chittick, then
about13. His Uncle Tom Nelson was so pleased
with the boy's riding that he bought Bob a new
saddle. She was a creamy mare, about 14 hands,
with black mane and tail. Her career continued
into the Seventies and over the years she was
the idol of local show crowds, who instantly
recognised her intelligence and cleverness. She
was a good jumper but it was her skill in events
such as the tandem jumping, stock horse trials,
flag races, bending races and the host of novelty
events such as Gretna Green Races, Thread the
Needle races and Musical Chairs which were a
feature of show programmes in those days,
which drew attention to her. She even won
events such as polo pony at Goulburn, where
she met the best in the State, despite the fact
that none of the Chitticks had the least idea how
to play polo. She was Dad's special favourite and
they had a great affinity for each other,

OLD-TIME VALLEY HORSEMAN-EDGAR VANCE Renowned for getting horses to perform all kinds of tricks
by patience and kindness. Wesley Vance had a similar reputation in later years.
(A. J. Chittick)

EUCHRE, the original high jumper. ridden by ROY THORBURN, winning the: high jumper R.A.S. Sydney.
1906
(A. J. Chittick)
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being practically unbeatable in novelty
events and someone once asked him: "How do
you get back on her so quickly?'' Thinking for a
moment, he replied: ''l don't know'' and that
night he missed her for the first time, hesitating
for a moment thinking how he was going to do it
and the pony was too quick for him. She played
the game with as much enthusiasm and skill as
her rider. On one occasion Maisie was
competing in a stock horse trial at the Berry
Show which consisted of racing around pegs,
opening and shutting gates, jumping fences etc.
in the shortest time. D.A. Nelson, stopwatch in
hand, was assisting as an official. Maisie and
another competitor had exactly the same time
first time around the course and Dad, mindful of
all the other events the pony had competed in,

was ready to divide the prize and call it a day.
However, the other competitor, with victory in
his grasp, insisted on a run-off. “I wouldn't do
that, boy” said D.A., “she'll beat you next
time.” Which she did, for Maisie was always
better having once seen what was required of
her.
In the first decade of this century one of
Kangaroo Valley's finest horsemen-or, for that
matter, one of Australia's best - was Tommy
O'Sullivan. About the turn of the century big
shows of buck jumping were in vogue as
master showman and former rough rider Lance
Skuthorpe made bush horsemanship a major
sporting attraction in big towns and cities. At
one such Skuthorpe promotion Tom
O'Sullivan went to Sydney to compete against
American and Canadian cowboys in a contest
involving the catching, saddling and riding of
an unbroken horse. The cowboys entered the
yards equipped with lariats to lassoo their
horses while Tom approached his horse with
bridle in one hand and a little whip in the other
with which he kept flicking the horse around
the legs until it faced him. He had the bridle
and saddle on and had ridden his horse whilst
the cowboys were still busily engaged in
choking theirs down.
In 1904 Tom, accompanied by D.A.
Nelson, went to Moss Vale to ride a horse
which was said to have thrown everyone in the
district. D.A. blindfolded and held the horse
whilst Tom saddled and mounted. He rode it to
a standstill. No pickups in those days - once on
you were either thrown or rode it until it
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stopped bucking. O'Sullivan, who began
travelling through northern NSW and
Queensland buying horses, faced the inevitable
challenge to his reputation from time to time.
On one .such occasion the local champion
buck jumper was brought in to test the skill of
the visiting rider. O'Sullivan was subject to a
certain amount of bandiage as he appeared to
take the mount, as allied with his Irish name,
he happened to be wearing a green suit. The
jesters were soon silenced as the horse started
to buck for he was every bit as good as his
reputation and so too was the rider. Recalling
it as one of his hardest rides, O'Sullivan, on
dismounting at the end, walked around the
back of the yards and in his own words
"vomited his heart out''.
Tom O'Sullivan was no mindless cowboy
with just the ability to ride a rough horse. He
was an accomplished horseman in every way,
with that unique sense possessed by so few:
the ability to pick a good horse at first sight.
When he left the Valley to live in Inverell
about 1912 he kept in touch with Jim Chittick,
who was always on the lookout for another
good one to add to his team. He heard of a
good horse at Pallamallawa in the Moree
district owned by a Mr Corby named Playboy
and got an option on him. Jim Chittick
immediately wired to send him down and
Playboy, a 14.2 pony who might have been
even better than Fluco, was an immediate
success. He beat Fluco into second place in the
14.2 hunt at Sydney 1913 and together they
won the tandem hunt. Unfortunately the full
potential of Playboy was never realised.
Returning from the show the train was held up,
the horse contracted a chill and succumbed to
pneumonia a few days after returning home.

FLUCO IN HIS PRIME. RIDER ROY THORBURN ABOUT 1910
(A. J. Chittick)

FLUCO IN RETIREMENT 1924 Held by Jim Chittick wearing his rug of Sydney Ribbons aged about 26
(A. J. Chittick)

Mr Corby, on hearing of Playboy's death,
wrote that he would look out for another and
send the next good one he got. He was just as
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good as his word. A couple of years later he
sent a grey jumper, which was named Euchre
after the high jumper of that name owned by

Jim Chittick a few years before. He was
probably the best straight-out consistent
jumper ever owned by the family. He was my
father's special favourite in the years he rode
the team, being a horse that rarely made a
mistake. In one season around the South Coast
and 'tableland shows he won 12 hunts in a row,
touching one fence in the 120 obstacles
jumped in those rounds. The big prizes in
Sydney eluded him because of his one defect he was not up to the confirmation standards on
which all hunts were judged in those days in
addition to the actual jumping. In the Twenties
there was a special prize in Sydney for horses
which had gained maximum jumping points
but which had failed to win due to
downgrading in the confirmation points.
Euchre won this prize on several occasions.
Dad always used to say that he would have
been a sensation in the modern show jumping
era, where of course the jumping competitions
are judged on jumping alone. But back in the
Twenties one nearly needed a horse that was
also a top-class hack to win one of the big
events in Sydney. Invicta of course, who won
the Daily Telegraph hunt three times in the
early Thirties, came into this category, also
being Champion Hack in Melbourne. Euchre,
because of his good nature and reliability, was
very useful in pairs as well as making a good
mount for ladies in ladies' hunts and equestrian
contests over fences. Mr Corby later sent
another couple of good jumpers down named
Crib and Supreme. However, Crib's career was
limited by the fact that when fed grain in any
quantity he had the tendency to break out with
a chronic skin disease. Supreme could buck
pretty well at the outset but eventually became
a useful jumper and hack. Tom O'Sullivan saw
a good pair of ponies competing in harness at
the Inverell Show. One, named Daisy, was
also a Champion Pony mare. The other was
Bobs, a brilliant performer in double or single
harness. In grandfather's ownership they won
in any prizes. Not all the Chittick show horses
were jumpers. Daisy was lst Pony mare at
Sydney 1916 and Reserve Champion. Bobs
won three harness classes at a Royal,
eventually being sold to go to Singapore.
About 1916 Mr McGlinchey, father of
Charlie McGlinchey and grandfather of Peter,
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told Jim Chittick about two good horses
owned by Gerald Kelleher at Dunmore. The
Chittick and McGlinchey families had come to
know each other from show ring competition,
forming a long-lasting friendship. One horse
was about 14.2, called Dunmore Lad, the other
a big horse about 16.2 named Mountain Lad.
Dunmore Lad won plenty of galloway
hunts but was also the type of horse which
excelled in novelty events. He became
Maisie's partner in the tandem hunts at Sydney
shows. This event was eventually deleted from
the Sydney show programme because they
were practically unbeatable and frightened off
the opposition. In 1918 Dunmore Lad started
in a variety of eight events at Sydney Show
and won them all, including two flag races. In
the early Twenties, several silent feature films
were made on Kangaroo Valley, including
"The Man from Kangaroo'', "The Gentleman
Bushranger'' and ''The Breaking of the
Drought'' Dunmore Lad being one of the
horses used in these pictures. Snowy Baker,
the famous all round Australian athlete, was
the star of ''The Man from Kangaroo'' and
Gladys (Dot) McConville, a well-known show
ring rider, appeared in "The Gentleman
Bushranger", part of which was shot in the
Bowral district. Dunmore Lad also shone in
the bareback hunt in which the rider had to
vault from the horse and back on again
between fences, being completely reliable,
always galloping on fast and straight ahead.
Archie, youngest of the Chittick brothers, won
many events of this kind on him in the midand late twenties. The other horse of the pair,
also a brown, Mountain Lad, quickly
developed into a fine type of heavyweight
hunter, winning his Novice at Nowra the same
year and two open hunts at Moss Vale. The
judge at Moss Vale was Charlie Culley, a
well-known show ring identity from
Narrandera. He was so impressed by the big
horse's potential that he wrote a few weeks
later enquiring if the horse would be for sale.
Bob was riding the jumpers at the time and Mr
Culley was equally impressed by his ability.
Eventually, he bought the horse and persuaded
Bob to go with him to become the regular rider
of his team. So Bob embarked on a full-time
career of professional showing which, as it

happened, he was to follow all his life.
Mountain Lad was renamed Cascade by
Culley and went on to a very successful show
ring career, being Champion Hunter in
Melbourne 1919 and winner of Daily
Telegraph 13sthuntin Sydney 1920. By that
time, however, Bob had transferred to W.J.
Weir's team and the equally well known
Rowley Doctor was doing the riding for C.N.
Culley. When Bob went to Narrandera most of
the riding for the next few years on the family
jumpers was done by my father, Nelson
(Sonny) Chittick. They were good years to be
on them as the team was possibly the best lot
Jim Chittick had together at the one time and
included Euchre, Riverina, Maisie, Crib,
Daisy, Dunmore Lad, Minto and several
trotters. Riverina was a good young horse Bob
saw in the Narrandera district, owned by Per
Hudson, and sent him down. He won the
Novice Hunt in Sydney in 1918 and was to go
on to win the Palace Hunt at the 1922 Sydney
Centenary show. Riverina was just about as

good a jumper as Euchre and better
conformed. He always seemed to do well in
Sydney in pairs and ladies' hunts as well as in
the Palace and other llst hunts and was a great
mount for a number of other riders through the
next decade when Dad rode less frequently
after his marriage in 1922. In 1924 Riverina
won the pair of hunters in Sydney in unusual
circumstances. His usual partner Euchre was
not available and for some reason no-one else
wanted to pair with him. The contest had
already started with Riverina still in his stable
when Dad, standing in the marshalling yard,
came across an interstate visitor with a good
horse called Omah, still looking for a pair. Dad
ran to the stables and saddled Riverina.
Arriving back just in time the two horses, who
had never jumped together before, went out
and won the contest. In the early Twenties the

Hordern family of Bowral donated a trophy
known as the Hopewood Cup for the most
successful exhibitor in the horse section at the
Moss Vale show, then held over three days on a

BOBS AND DAISY. WINNERS, PAIR IN HARNESS Driven by J. N. Chittick. Moss Vale. 1920.
(A. J. Chittick)
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Thursday, Friday and Saturday. This trophy was
to become the property of the first exhibitor to
win it twice in succession or three times in all.
The Chittick team won it in 1921 and looked a
good thing to do so again in 1922. There were a
few minor horse events, mainly led, on the
Thursday, with Friday - then a public holiday in
the district-a big day. On the Thursday night
someone, possibly with a vested interest in the
next day's proceedings, let most of the horses
out of their yards in the showgrounds, only a
couple which were kept in stables being left out
of the 10 or so in the team. Initially it appeared
that all was not lost as it was assumed that they
would head for home via the Nowra road
through Fitzroy Falls and could be overtaken or
intercepted by assistance coming from the
Valley. Using the remaining horses and assisted
by a couple of friends Dad was off early in the
morning in search of the missing horses. But as
it turned out they were not between Moss Vale
and Kangaroo Valley. Most of the day was
wasted before they were located on the wrong
turning or been directed that way will never be
known, and the events on the day's programme
were just concluding when they were returned
to the showground. Incredibly, they won
enough on the remaining day to make the
Hopewood Cup permanently theirs. My father, a
genuine horse lover if ever there was one,
always remembered the pleasure and pride he
felt in his horses as he led his team off the
showground that night while the President of

the Moss Vale Society, Mr Frank Throsby, called
for three cheers for them. In 1923 Alan McPhee
came from Narrandera to ride the Chittick team.
This remarkable young horseman was to have a
long and varied career which included
buckjump riding, training and riding top hacks
as well as jumpers, training and driving trotters
in the Thirties and Forties and eventually
training gallopers in Melbourne. Alan McPhee
travelled to the United States in the Twenties to
compete in a series of contests against
Americans and Canadians at Vancouver which
were billed as the world's championships. He
won the bareback competition and would
probably have also won the saddle ride but for
accidentally touching his horse with his hand
during the ride. An unusual provision prevailed
in some of these overseas contests in that the
riders were obliged to change saddles. McPhee
had an armchair ride in the great big American
saddles and then caused some consternation
among his American rivals when he produced
the seven-pound exercise saddle in which he
rode the jumpers when their turn came.
Needless to say they didn't last very long in it.
Actually the best Australian buckjump riders of
the time preferred to ride in a light saddle
(though possibly not one as light as an exercise
saddle).

PLAYBOY, RIDER ROY THORBURN After winning 14.2 jumping contest. R.A.S. Sydney, 1913
(A. J. Chittick)
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RIVERINA ridden by E_ Nelson, 1929

(A. J. Chittick)

ECHO ridden by Lily Wilson winning Ladies High Jump. Sydney, 1923. Height 6ft 5in
(A. J. Chittick)
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They maintained that all a heavy saddle did
was to tip you out. The horsemen of the time
were extremely versatile, and McPhee was a
notable example. On one occasion Bob Chittick
and Alan McPhee were both at the Maitland
Show with jumping teams. A feature of the show
was to be a trick rider doing a series of
performances through the show involving a
Roman Ride on a pair of horses through a hoop
and over jumps. At the first performance the
rider slipped and fell, breaking his leg in the
process. Things looked bleak for him, in
hospital, and the act unable to go on. Bob said
half-jokingly to McPhee "l bet you could do that
act'' and that is exactly what he did. Next
morning before the show started they got the
two horses involved and had a quick rehearsal
on the quiet. McPhee then performed the act for
the rest of the show, handing the money to the
injured rider before they moved on to the next
show. ln 1923 Alan McPhee was the rider when
W. J. Weir's Bloom broke the Sydney high jump
record at 7ft 4in. Bob Chittick was the regular
rider of Weir's horses at the time but Bloom
was a rough and tough customer who was quite
capable of putting down his head and having a
decent buck if it suited him, so Mr Weir decided
to put McPhee on him on this occasion, with
good results. Bloom was subsequently sold to
England for a large sum, as were a number of
Australian jumpers between 1910 and 1930.
McPhee subsequently went with A.L. Payne,
who had one of the best teams of jumpers in
Australia at the time and later spent a number
of years with the Laidlaws of Ararat, Victoria,
eventually settling in Victoria for a number of
years before returning to southern NSW. A
notable addition to the team in the year Alan
McPhee was riding was Echo. Bob saw him
competing in the Maiden High Jump at the
Maitland Show and thought he had possibilities.
As it turned out he belonged to a one-1egged
drover named McDonald, who used him as a
pack horse in his work. The horse was quiet and
reliable and initially the drover was reluctant to
sell. Eventually, he decided to do so and Echo
was purchased for the sum of 50 pounds,
arriving by train on the first day of the Kiama
Show. The following day he won the Open High
Jump unshod, and the Novice in Sydney the
same year.
Echo, a creamy horse with black mane and
tail just on 14.2 hands high, was one of the most
consistent high jumpers of the decade, which
saw the most intense competition in high
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jumping ever seen in Australia. Echo not only
resembled Maisie in appearance but also in
temperament, and there was some speculation
as to whether he might also be by Young Kars,
as that stallion had been sold to the Maitland
district. His temperament made him a great
mount for ladies in high jumps, and among
those who won on him were Lily Wilson and
Emilie Roach. In 1924 a New Zealand visitor,
Miss Maggie Briggs, was given the ride on him
and won the Ladies' High Jump in Sydney.
George Nelson rode him when still a boy in
short pants and won the open high jump at
Moss Vale. Bob took him with Weir's horses
once on a northern Tour and won all four high
jumps at the Maitland Show, and 12 high jumps
in a row on the northern circuit.
John Phillips, of Mount Kiera near
Wollongong, then had one of the state's biggest
teams of hunters and jumpers, which had a
great deal of success in the Twenties and early
Thirties. My father had this to say:
“Mr Phillips was trying to buy Echo and
offered 300 pounds for him. We were having
trouble with riders and I persuaded the Boss to
sell. It was big money but I have always been
sorry as the Boss liked a good high jumper and
he never had another Echo.”

INVICTA rider BOB CH|TTICK winner Daily Telegraph Hunt R.A.S. Sydney 1930-31-32.
(A. J. Chittick)

Echo continued his career with the Phillips
team, sharing in the prize money in the big
Sydney high jumps into the early Thirties. When
the Phillips team was dispersed in the mid·
Thirties, Echo, then in the veteran class, was one
of the few retained by the family and was cared
for in his old age by Mr Phillips' daughter
Connie, now Mrs Hilton Cook of Mount Kiera,
who used to feed him boiled feed and bran
mashes when his old teeth had gone. Among the
other riders who rode the Chittick jumpers in
the Twenties was Claude (Jock) Elliott, whose
mother was the famous Mrs Cass Elliott, who
rode with the redoubtable Mrs Stace, the
greatest exponent of the side-saddle seat over
fences in the early days. Both Mrs Elliott and
Mrs Stace rode the legendary Desmond to
success in Sydney's ladies' high jumps in the
period from 1904 to 1914. Claude Elliott was in
turn the father of C„R. (Bob) Elliott, a wellknown show ring rider in his youth, a successful
trotting trainer and driver and now a wellestablished trainer of gallopers at Kembla
Grange. The Elliotts also used the red white
stars as their colours for a time when they
turned to trotters in the Thirties.
On one occasion Jock Elliott was to go with
Archie, youngest of the Chittick brothers, with
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six horses to Yass and Gunning shows. Being
unable to go at the last moment, Jock got
another rider named Jim Wood as a substitute.
Dad said of this trip:
"The first show Jim got drunk and Archie
sacked him so he had to ride them himself and
did very well. He had often ridden in pairs but
not much on his own. So he was in it from then.
Of course he had wonderful success as a trotting
rider and in sporting events.”
"ln 1926 Casey (Ernie) Nelson had just left
school and was riding the horses and could do it
as well as anyone but we had a big bold young
fellow I had bought from Bronc Angel at Moss
Vale Show the previous year that we called
Brown Baron. He had only done a few shows
and we were afraid if he hit a fence he might
hurt Casey''. An older, stronger rider was sought
and Norman Powell from the far north coast
was engaged.
''He suited Brown Baron, and in the big hunt
at the Royal (the Daily Telegraph 13st) a lot of
the old hands like Mr Judd told me it was a
wonderful round and said he would be satisfied
to take second. But it went to Delruda, the judge
being a Victorian. Mr Judd and Mr Phillips went
with Dad and I to interview him. We got no
satisfaction.”

It was a disappointment when Brown Baron
was placed only third, and the fact that
Grandfather was supported by fellow
competitors in his protest says something for
the comradeship of the show ring in those days.
But worse was to follow, as Dad recalled:
''We were offered 300 pounds for Brown
Baron but Norman was to take Riverina, Kitty
and Brown Baron on a tour of North Coast
shows. lt was a very wet year and the show,
missing several days, but Norman was to take
Riverina, Kitty and Brown Baron on a tour of
North Coast shows. It was a very wet year and
the show, missing several days, was continued
until the next Saturday night. Norman was
riding Brown Baron in a riding contest, the last
jumping event of the show and his feet came
from under him and he broke his neck. It was a
sad ending to the show and even Colonel
Somerville (secretary of the RAS) expressed his
sympathy when he called the next morning.
That was the end of the Northern trip. Norman
stayed with us for years and only left when our
team got small and we had not enough work for
him. Mr Phillips said he would like to get him
and Norman was there for years. Mr Phillips
often told me he got the horses in better nick
than race horse trainers he had:”
My father always had a great respect for
Norman Powell, both as a rider and team
manager, and they remained firm friends over
the years till Dad's death in 1971. Norman
Powell married Margaret (Mag) Nelson of
Kangaroo Valley and spent a period dairy
farming in the Valley. However, he returned to
the show ring in the mid-Thirties, eventually
teaming up with Jack Culley of Yass, with whom
he remained till wartime conditions brought an
end to the touring teams of jumpers in 1941.
During this time they had the good jumpers
Bayard and Teetotaller, Dandy and Wings.
Norman Powell knew of a good 14.2 mare
named Kitty in the Lismore district and Jack
Maynes of Clunes was asked to see if she could
be bought. This he did and she arrived by boat
just prior to the Sydney Show and was an
immediate success. As well as winning 14.2 high
jumps at Sydney, she also divided first with a
very good group of horses which included
Dungog, Thumbs- up, Cameo and Kiltie in the
Vice Regal High Jump, Sydney's biggest event, in
both 1928 and 1929.
Norman Powell had an amusing story to tell
in later years about his association with Brown
Baron, whose dashing style of going was a bit
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daunting to those who didn't know him as well
as his regular rider. One night at Sydney he
asked Norman (Bandy) McPhee if he would ride
one in the pairs, to be promptly told: "l'm not
riding that Brown Baron!''. So Bandy rode the
reliable and sober Riverina and, as it happened,
it was Riverina who made a mistake and fell,
pelting the hapless McPhee halfway to the next
fence in a harmless but spectacular fall in which
he pulled the bridle off the horse. Powell quickly
dismounted from Brown Baron and recaptured
Riverina and they all trudged back together to
the amused hurrahs of the regulars in the jockey
stand.
Although Grandfather Jim Chittick's team
was to be reduced after the sale of Echo, Kitty
wasn't a bad substitute, and he was to have two
more outstanding horses in the Thirties and an
outstanding rider who was to remain a life-long
friend of the Chittick family. The rider was Jack
McGee, and the horses Invicta and Azara.
Invicta, a big chestnut of remarkable quality,
was first shown by W. J. Weir and won the
Maiden Hunt in Sydney in 1925 ridden by Bob
Chittick. In 1928 Mr Weir decided to retire and

AZARA'S STUD CARD. When standing at
Bowral. probably 1940.
(M. L. Chitick)

AZARA-R.A.S. SYDNEY 1940 after winning two jumping contests.

(A. J. Chitick)
Bob purchased a number of the horses. Others
went to other exhibitors and Grandfather got
Invicta. He won the Daily Telegraph 13st hunt at
Sydney three years in Succession (1930-31-32)
ridden by Bob Chittick, and also figured in pairs
and section fours well into the Thirties. He is
said to have had the Daily Telegraph Hunt in his
keeping for the fourth successive year when,
coming to the final jump, the water, he was
distracted by a press photographer running
across for a better shot and baulked, dislodging
his rider. In 1930 he won the main pairs in
Sydney ridden by Ernie Nelson. His partner was
A.T. Creswick's Saffron, whose rider was Mrs
Violet Murrell, one of Victoria's best-known lady
riders and later tragically burnt to death at
Mentone in 1934 in attempting to rescue her
famous hack Garryowen from a stable fire.
In later years I can remember Uncle Archie
occasionally riding Invicta to church on Sunday
mornings. Not many, I am sure, would have had
the privilege of going off to church on a horse
that had been Champion Hack in Melbourne and
Reserve Champion Sydney.
Maisie had been such a useful mare that she
was nearly 20 years of age before it was decided
to breed from her, a far cry from more recent
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times when one saw untried two and three-year
olds bred from, why one wouldn't know.
In the Narrandera district an Arab stallion
called Arab Sheik had been standing for some
years and had produced some top show horses
which include Kim and Scotch Airs, both
champion saddle horses at Sydney show as well
as two good jumpers owned by Charlie Culley
named Birdwood and Nigger, both of which Bob
had ridden earlier in his career. The horse
obviously produced both quality and ability so
Maisie was sent to be mated with him,
eventually producing three foals. However, only
two were to return with her to the Valley, one, a
bay mare having disappeared in mysterious
circumstances. She was never located, but a
man who saw George Nelson on Mavis, the
other filly, at a show in southwest NSW claimed
he knew of a galloway-size mare winning many
prizes in South Australia who looked very like
her.
Azara was foaled in 1926 and from the
beginning of his life was an outstanding
individual. A dark chestnut almost red in colour,
just on 14 hands, he had all the ability and
cleverness of his mother whilst the Arab had
added class to his appearance. Frank Rouen, a

farrier for over 50 years at Nowra, told me
many years later he still remembered the day
Casey Nelson rode him in to the shop to have his
first set of shoes put on as a two-year- old.
Azara was only two year old when he made his
first Sydney Show appearance, winning two
pony jumping contests ridden by Ernie Nelson
and was also second in Arab colt. He did not
compete again in Arab stallion classes again as
subsequent to 1930 only stud book Arabs were
permitted to enter.
So began a Iong career in Australian show
rings for Azara. From 1929 till wartime
conditions brought an end to the major show
contests in 1941, Azara went out each year,
sometimes just around the South Coast and
Tablelands circuit and then on to Sydney, at
other times much farther afield when he went
with Bob Chittick's team after his father's death
in 1936, and in one year Ernie Nelson took him
through the north coast of NSW and into North
Queensland before finishing in Brisbane. Apart
from this he generally did a full stud season in
the spring and early summer, and quite often in
different locations.
Azara's
vitality,
intelligence
and
temperament were remarkable. ln pony hunting
contests his manners were impeccable. Children
could ride him in riding competitions both on
the flat and over hurdles, yet on the same day he
could produce the explosive energy necessary
to win a high jump or a flag race or even a camp
draft. When he went through Queensland an

observer reported back from one show that he
''started in everything but the buggy horse'' and
it wouldn't have been much of an exaggeration.
The main prizes were for jumping in the
Twenties and Thirties, so it was natural for
Azara to concentrate on this form of
competition, but in a different time and under
different conditions he could have excelled in
other forms of competition. For example he
started in only five camp drafts in NSW-at
Boorowa, Young, Nowra, Cessnock and
Hawkesbury-and won them all. He also won a
camp draft at Warwick in Queensland, as well as
winning contests such as releasing the surcingle
and countless flag and bending races. Azara
jumped 7ft3in in a high jump at Macksville, 7fi
in Queensland and wound up the decade by
being successful two years in succession in
Lowes Jumping contest in 1940 and 1941, then
Sydney's biggest jumping prize for 14 hand
ponies.
Horse breeding hit a slump in Australia in
the Thirties, with the effects of the Depression,
increasing mechanisation in rural areas and war
threats in Europe, and at times Azara stood for a
fee as low as 3 guineas, and at different
locations. Nevertheless he did some good
seasons, and towards the end of the decade on
one occasion there were 16 others by him in a
pony hunt at the Wollongong Show, which
Azara won. At one Sydney show 16 by him won
20 prizes in jumping, saddle and harness
classes. At Sydney's first post-war show in 1947

AZARA AND THREE OF HIS PROGENY, competing at the Kangaroo Valley Show on a wet day-Feb. 1946.
Left to right: A. R. Chittick's Venus, held by Harold Mathers; N. Chittick's Don (Mintie), held by A. Chittick; Sam
Nelson's Flicka, held by Pat Mathers; Azara. held by Bob Chittick.
(A. J. Chittick)
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there were eight by him in the 14 hands
jumping contest, which White Nose won, ridden
by Jack McGee. Although he came at a time
when horse-breeding was at its lowest ebb in
Australia his bloodlines are not completely lost
and are still sought in the emerging Australian
stock-horse breed.
White Nose was bred in Kangaroo Valley in
1931, and was sold to Gus Johnston of
Gerringong. When it was realised how good he
was, Ernie Nelson took him on tour for a
number of years in the Thirties, returning him
when wartime conditions ended major shows.
After several years ~ in idleness, White Nose
resumed under the care of Jack McGee in 1946
and toured again with success for a number of
years. Other notables by Azara included Mrs
Croucher's Brownlock, ridden by Owen
Croucher in pre-war years, and Harold Dodd's
Azara Junior in the post-war years.
But there were many others, including
somewhat surprisingly a top 13st hunter and
hack in Egypt, who gained his size by virtue of
his dam being a light draft mare. First shown by
Miss Ruth Emery, Egypt eventually joined the
team of T.A. Field, then managed by Bob
Chittick, who had the pleasure of riding one of
Azara’s most notable sons in riding and hack
classes during his last few years in the show
ring in the Fifties. Incidentally, I rode Egypt
myself when he won Champion Hack at Kiama
in 1950, Bob putting me on at a moment's
notice as he occasionally did if he caught you
standing around looking idle.
Countless riders of varying ability rode Azara
to success in a career extending from 1929 to
1947. These ranged from the top professionals
in the business such as Bob Chittick, Jack McGee,
Ned Wheatley and Ernie Nelson right through to
children who perhaps only rode once or twice
in their life in a show ring. You didn't need to be
an accomplished rider to win on Azara-he did
the job for you. He was still winning jumping
competitions at 21 years of age.
Although overshadowed to some extent by
her illustrious full brother, Mavis, who was a
14.2 and cream in colour, was a very good mate
in her own right. Some even considered she had
a slight edge on Azara in a flag race though not
in the jumping sphere. She also toured all over
NSW, winning many 14.2 jumping events as
well as numerous flag races, bending races and
sporting events. Mated to the throroughbred
Buonaretti owned by Charlie Clarke of
Robertson, she produced the cream mare
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Vanity, a winner of jumping events, pony races
and a very good sporting and polocrosse mare.
In the few years prior to his death in 1936,
Jim Chittick kept his show team going but with
somewhat reduced activities. After going with
Bob's horses for a time in 1931, Jack McGee
came to ride the horses from 1932 to 1934,
renewing an old association between the
Chittick and McGee families. A quiet, modest,
unassuming man who was a genius on
horseback, Jack remained a firm friend of the
family and continued to ride the horses from
time to time till his retirement in the Fifties. At
this time Archie, youngest of the Chitticks, was
the only boy left at home and taking over more
of the responsibility for both the management
of the farm and the horses. He and Jack had an
instant rapport, and they travelled together
frequently in Jack's years with the team, which
then included lnvicta, Azara, Mavis and a grey,
Jewel. The Chittick team in those years now did
only the local group of shows up till Sydney at
Easter, and after Easter 1934, Jack McGee went
as a rider with Fred Englebert of Bowral, who
was beginning to tour right through the year.
But it was characteristic of the man and his
loyalty that he did so on condition that he could
continue to ride the Chittick horses when
available, and this he did.
McGee stayed with Englebert until major
shows closed down during the war. In 1946,
with the resumption of the circuit, he began
getting together a team of his own which
included White Noss and Sunny, who was
owned by Charlie McGlinchey of Jamberoo. Jack
also got two survivors of the pre- war Englebert
team who had spent several years in idleness in
the war years following Mr Englebert's
accidental death. These were Ben Bolt and Mark
Radium. Ben Bolt never regained his pre-war
form but Mark Radium seemed better than ever
and continued his high jumping career till 1955,
he and McGee forming a remarkable
partnership still remembered by many show
goers.
In keeping with the tradition established by
his father, Archie continued to show a few
jumpers in the war years and immediate postwar years. These included Azara, Marcus and
Vanity, and Jack, ever true to his word, always
found time to ride them despite the
commitments with his own team and ever
increasing demands made on him as the other
top pre-war riders dropped out of the game.

3 THE CHITTICK BROS

LIFELONG FRJENDS IN THE SHOW RING - SONNY CHITT1CK ON RIVERINA AND CHARLIE McGLIINCHE ON
EUCHRE, competing in Pair of Hunters, R.A.S. Sydney. 1920
(A. J. Chittick)

James Chittick had three daughters early in
his marriage, then five sons between 1891 and
1902, all of whom were involved in the show
ring at some time in their life. The second son,
Bob, became a dedicated professional who
made it his life's work. The eldest, Nelson
(Sonny) was more of an amateur though a fine
allround horseman whose interest in the shows
never diminished till the end of his life. Bill and
Sep were less involved with the familY team of
horses, both going to the Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Area early in life. Sep was an
outstanding footballer and devoted most of his
spare time to playing and coaching with Griffith,
Barellan and Yenda in the years from 1923 to
1937. Bill, too, was a good footballer but his
brother Sonny sent down the trotting stallion
Sparkling Echo to him which he raced and
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exhibited at shows in the Griffith district in the
late T\VentieS and early Thirties. After moving
to Baulkham Hills in 1939 he owned a very good
grey 14.2 jumper named Silver Bob, which Bob
took with his team for a time in the early war
years and Iater sold for a good sum.

4. NELSON (SONNY) CHITTICK

NELSON (SONNY) CHITTICK, on his favourite hunter, EUCHRE, Kiama. about t920.
(A. j. Chittick)

In contrast to his brother, Bob, who was the
polished professional in every detail, my father,
known to many of his friends in the show ring
as Sonny, could be described as a gifted amateur
who took just as much pleasure in winning a
novelty sporting event or getting a young horse
going as in winning a big hunt at a major show.
His partnership with the creamy mare Maisie in
this respect is still remembered by members of
an older generation. They were a team who
took an equal pleasure in achieving results
together whether it be in a tandem hunt or a
melon race around the ring. Later he was to ride
Maisie's son and daughter Azara and Mavis on
occasions in similar events. The tandem hunt at
Sydney Show was his specialty, to the extent
that the opposition dropped off and the event
was eventually deleted. He used several teams,
sometimes getting both first and second with
Maisie and Dunmore Lad and Minto and
Riverina, but it was Maisie and Dunmore Lad
that dominated this field in the years from 1915
to 1925. Dad did most of the general riding of
the jumpers from 1918 to 1922 after Bob went
to ride for C„N„ Culley and W.J„ Weir, and his
special favourite was the ever reliable grey
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Euchre. After he rode less himself but continued
to assist his father with the management of the
team up till the early Thirties. He also had a
fondness for the trotter, particularly the square
gaited trotter, all his life and in the early
Twenties the team included a couple, Sunny and
Snorter. On one occasion at Moss Vale he
recalled Sunny and another very smart mare
going head and head for the full three laps of the
race, Sunny going under by a head in the last
stride, with neither horse putting a foot wrong.
Subsequently he discovered that the mare had
been a "ring4n'', which made his old horse's
performance all the better. The trotter that will
always be most associated with his name was
the old roan gelding Bloodshot who won both in
harness and saddle over all sorts of tracks. He
was good enough to win at Victoria Park,
Sydney, when trained by ''Gudgeon'' Dudley, a
friend of the family who also had Direct Jim for
a time. In Bloodshot's last race at the Kangaroo
Valley Show he was struck in the chest by by
one of the pegs marking the inside of the track
which had been dislodged by a preceding
runner. For a time it seemed he would bleed to
death, but 1 will always remember how Dad's

friends (and he had plenty)rallied to his aid and
how they spent the whole night tending the
horse and pulled him through. We drove him in
a sulky for years afterwards.
Dad was the eldest of the boys and Archie
was the youngest, and Dad happened to be
prematurely bald. On one occasion they took
the team to Crookwell, with Archie doing the
riding. In the high jump one of the horses
baulked a couple of times so Dad, who could
persuade most horses to jump (I once saw him
jump a big ungainly trotter he was breaking in
over a very big log), pulled off his hat and coat
and jumped the reluctant pony over the high
jump.
"Ah!'' remarked one of the onlookers sagely,
"That young Chittick's a good rider but I doubt if
he's as good as his father:' Something of aback
handed compliment.
Dad's fondness, or weakness, for the horse
was well recognised by his friends. When we
moved to Marshall Mount during the war years,
Mrs Elsie Looney (one of John Phillips'
daughters) was heard to remark, not unkindly: "
I hear Sonny's started dairying out there with
25 horses and five cows:'
Two boys who travelled about with Dad in
the early days and who remained lifelong
friends were George Nelson (of whom we will
hear more later)and Ben Byrne of Moss Vale.
Ben became adept at looking after a horse and
getting it into top show condition. Bob

sometimes left horses in his care at Moss Vale
during the Thirties, picking them up when they
were ready to go again. He showed my brother
and I how to prepare show horses when we
were children and helped my daughters in the
same way a generation later.
Ben Byrne tells the following story about
Dad's skill with young horses. At the time they
were buying a truck of young horses apparently
unbroken, breaking them in and selling. A load
was untrucked at Moss Vale and with Ben, then
aged about 13, assisting they set out for the
Valley-about 20 miles away-in the late
afternoon. Over Dodd's track between
Robertson and Kangaroo Valley darkness fell,
the horses proved difficult to manage and Dad's
mount knocked up trying to keep them under
control. Al] they could find in the bush was a
kind of corner made of a piece of wire netting
(Ben claimed someone had been making
moonshine liquor there, a well-known practice
in the Robertson district those days)„ Dad
pointed to one horse. "That mare looks as if
she's been broken in''.
"I hope she is'', thought Ben, wondering what
he was going to do. Pushing the mare into the
corner with the older horse he got a saddle and
bridle on her, pulled her about a bit, mounted
and rode her home to the Valley with the other
horses. Ben never found out if the mare had
been broken in or not.

THE TOP TANDEM JUMPiNG TEAM. Dunmore Lad (in lead) and Maisie. rider N. Chitiick, R.A.S. Sydney. 1921.
(R.A.S.)
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5. ARCHIE CHITTICK

VALLEYS PR1DE ridden by Archie Chittick-Berry Show 1930's.
(M. L. Chittick)
Archie Chittick was the youngest of the
brothers and an all-round sportsman. Apart
from being a good rider in the family tradition,
he was an out- standing footballer and quite a
good cricketer. Before he married, and had a
family of his own, he had a great following
among his nephews and nieces, not only for his
sporting abilities but also for an enthusiasm he
had for his many interests which he maintained
to the end of his life and seemed to keep him
perennially young.
Due to his other sporting commitments and
to his responsibilities on the family farm, being
the only boy left at home after the early
Twenties, Archie travelled away less frequently
with the jumping team but did so in the late
Twenties and again in the early Thirties when
Jack McGee was the rider.
Archie is now best remembered in the show
ring as the rider of the gallant old pacer Valley's
Pride over what must have been a period of 10
years or more. Valley's Pride was bred by A. J.
Schofield of Berry and raced originally as Direct
Jim. He was a big bay and a wonderfully
consistent horse in a long career over all sorts
of tracks, ranging from the four laps to the mile
(or more) of the smaller showgrounds like
Kangaroo Valley to the big one and a quarter
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mile track at Victoria Park, Sydney. He won
several times at the Sydney Show up to the early
Thirties when some of the races were still
conducted in saddle, but he could also go well in
harness if he had to. In 1930 he won at the
Easter Show, with Archie riding.
At one time the horse was left with Gudgeon
Dudley in Sydney after the Easter Show, with
the object of picking up a race at Victoria Park,
which he had the ability to do, during the winter
months. On the appointed day when he was in
with a chance, Grandfather Jim Chittick
travelled up to have a modest investment on
him on the totalisator. The tote was then in its
early days and operated on rather different
lines. Two thirds of the pool went to the backers
of the winner, with the remaining third divided
among the investors on the two Place-getters.
The horse ran second but ultimately paid a
dividend less than the amount invested on him.
Grandfather Chittick was still shaking his head
in disbelief and incomprehension sometime
after, saying: "Dudley! My horse runs second
and I don't even get my money back. I don't
think this trotting's any game for an honest
man!''

team as in the Twenties, with show ring
jumping then becoming much more of the
province of the professionals who travelled
most of the year round to pay their way.
Nevertheless, in keeping with the family
tradition Archie continued to show Azara and
Mavis, who were both still in their prime, and
sometimes Bob took them with his team to do
a wider range of shows.
During the war years Archie bred several
good ponies, the best of whom was probably
the brown 13 hand mare Venus (later entered
in the Pony Stud Book as Ellerslie Minerva).
Venus was by Azara out of Lady Daisy, who
was by Jalengla Dinarth Jim from Daisy who
had been purchased from Inverell so many
years before. Venus also had a full brother
called Tex, who was sold to Tom Cleary in the
Wollongong district. Occasionally the two
ponies won as pair of saddle ponies at local
shows. Archie asked me to ride Venus at a
wartime Kangaroo Valley show, and she won
the pony hunt. Thereafter we had a successful
association showing her, winning a saddle
pony class in Sydney in 1947. Like most of the
ARCHIE CHlTTICK'S VENUS (at right) ridden by Alan
Chittick, R.A.S. Sydney, 1948.
Azara breed she was a clever all-round pony,
The other pony is Santa ridden by Pat Sedgwick.
resembling a small thoroughbred in
(A. J. Chittick)
appearance and the riding pony type of today.
At one Dapto show she won led pony mare,
Changing conditions in the Thirties made it
champion saddle pony, pony hunt and open flag
no Longer Possible to maintain the jumping

AZARA (then aged about 21 years) ridden by GARTH CHITTICK,aged 5 years, at Ellerslie,
Kangaroo Valley, 1948. Always a quiet stallion.

(M.L. Chittick)
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race on the one day.
Other useful horses Archie showed about
this time included Vanity and Kim (both out of
Mavis) and the good saddle pony Kent.
Archie's all-round athletic ability was
evident in competing in novelty events such as
the bareback hunt, in which he excelled on
Dunmore Lad. It is something of a pity that he
didn't marry until rather late in life (to Edith
Viva "Viv'' Snodgrass in 1939) and that his five
children Lorraine, Mark, Garth, Bruce and Lee,
growing up in the Forties and Fifties, did not get
much of an opportunity to see him at the sports
at which he excelled in his youthful days.
Archie's son, Garth, now the only member of the
family still resident in Kangaroo Valley, in the
family tradition carries on the family property
at Ellerslie from which the show horses had
gone out each season for nearly half a century.

KANGAROO VALLEY PAYS TRIBUTE TO HORSEMEN OF THE PAST AT THE OPENING OF ITS NEW SHOWGROUND-1956.
From right: Wesley Vance (long-time Secretary of the Show Society and a fine horseman himself, Archie Chittick. Jack
McGee Mrs G. E. Chittick (Daisy Nelson). Harry Cox (long-time President of the Show Society), George Throsby (President
Moss Vale Show Society),Mabel Osborne, Mrs. G. Throsby.
(Primary Producer)
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6 BOB CHITTICK

HIGH JUMPING’S MOST FAMOUS PICTURE
The style of horse and rider typifies high jumping in its greatest era - the 1920's.
Bob Chittick riding Musician to a Sydney Showground record 7ft. 3in.-1921.
(M. L. Chittick)
Of all the noted show ring riders who came
out of the Val]ey in the first half of the century it
was probably Bob Chittick who came to be the
best known. Born in 1893, he was fortunate to
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reach maturity at the time showing competition
reached its apex in Australia, with the wellknown jumping teams competing at Sydney and

other major shows for good prizes before big
crowds.
Outstanding as a high jumping rider in the
Twenties when this branch of jumping was at its
peak, he continued as an owner and rider in the
Thirties, and resumed after the war as manager
for T.A. Field's team, staying with the business
he knew best until his death in 1955.
Bob took over the riding for the family team
about 1914, Fluco then still being the star of the
team, which was soon joined by the second
grey, Euchre, and in 1916 by Mountain Lad.
When Mountain Lad was sold to C„N. Culley and
renamed Cascade, Bob went with him to ride
Culley's team, which also included the good 14.2
jumper and Galloway hack Nigger, and
Birdwood, who was a bit bigger, both being by
Arab Sheik. He did well with these horses from
the outset, Dot (Gladys) McConville of
Narrandera, sister of the famous showman in a
different sphere Thorpe McConville, doing the
riding on the ladies' events.
In the Narrandera district Bob made the
acquaintance of Mr Will Weir, who also showed
a good jumping team, and transferred to him as
rider in 1918. lt was the beginning of a long and
successful partnership which lasted till 1928
when Mr Weir decided to retire from showing.
Each was quick to recognise the other's abilities.
On returning from his first tour with the horses
Bob handed the owner a roll of notes. ''What's
that, Bob?'', said Mr Weir. ''That's what they
won after expenses were paid'', was the reply.
"Well, that's not too bad'', said the somewhat
astonished owner, "I generally had to wire the
others money to get them home:'
Initially the best horse they had was Peter,
who divided Sydney's major high jump with
three others in 1918 and later the same year
established an Australian high jump record of
7ft 5 1/4in at Albury, equalled in the same
contest by the sensational 14.2 pony Thumbs
Up, ridden by Rowley Doctor. Albury was then
probably Australia's biggest jumping show
outside the capital cities. Peter was a very good
horse
indeed,
although
somewhat
overshadowed by his stablemate Musician in
the Twenties. In 1920, Moree A&H Society
organised a big carnival over three days which
included a 150 pounds prize for a high jump, an
unheard prize up to that time, the best prize in
Sydney being 100 pounds.
This was right out of the normal show circuit
but it was enough to attract the top horses of
the time although it was only a few weeks after
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Melbourne's Royal. Bob was always the right
man for the big occasion, and so too was Peter,
and they duly landed the money, Musician and
A.L„ Payne's Glimpse dividing second.
The grey Dariel joined the team about 1920.
He was formerly shown by Samuel Thylor of
Coonamble and was a brilliant jumper, although
far from an easy ride. Everything he did he did
with a dash, flying the fences with spectacular
style. Emilie Roach took over the riding in
ladies' events for the team about this time,
replacing Dolly Fogg, who had been the top lady
rider of the previous decade. She, too, got on
well with Darie] and rode him with success until
his retirement in 1928. Dariel was right at his
peak for the Sydney Centenary Show of 1922,
winning two llst hunts and two ladies' hunts,
and was also ridden by Emilie Roach to win the
equestrian contest over fences.
On one occasion Bob broke his collarbone
(an occupational hazard for the jumping rider)
and his eldest brother Nelson filled in for him,
winning two hunts at Sydney on Dariel.
Dariel's show career came to an end when he
was afflicted by fistulous withers, a condition
caused by contact with cattle infected with
brucellosis and now uncommon due to the
virtual elimination of this disease from cattle
herds. It had been part of the arrangement
when he went to Weir that Dariel was to return
to his original owner to spend the rest of his
days when he had finished jumping, and this he
did. An unusual story is told about his ending.
When Dariel had become old and infirm, old Mr
Taylor at last decided reluctantly that the time
had come for the horse to be put down. With
mixed emotions on the subject he put the
revolver in his pocket and led the old horse
down to a distant paddock. Putting the pistol to
the horse's head he pulled the trigger-and the
old horse in falling pinned him to the ground.
Because he had said nothing of his intentions to
anyone it was some hours before his absence
was noticed and he was released unharmed.

BOB CHITTICK with W. J. WEIR'S TEAM OF JUMPERS-Bendigo 1921.
Left to right: Musician, Lady Radium. Bloom, Dariel.

(A. J. Chittick)

MUSICIAN-RlDER BOB CHITTICK
After establishing an Australian high jump record of 7ft. 10in.-Wangaratta Show 1921

(J. H. Chittick)

Musician, the horse that was to be always
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linked with Bob's name, joined the team in
1919. He had been a good high jumper in
Victoria for a few years, having been bred in the
Benalla district. He was to rapidly attain new
heights in the next few years, after scoring his
first Sydney win (dividing first) in 1920. The
same year he won a special high jump in
Melbourne at 7ft, put on for the Prince of Wales,
then touring the country, as an exhibition of
Australian high jumping. It is typical of both
horse and rider that after Bob had stood
chatting to the Prince for a few minutes, he was
able to remount and jump the horse over the 7ft
again at the Royal visitor's request. The
following year Musician (with A.L. Payne's Vice
Regal and Perry Bros. Lone Star) took the
Sydney high jump record to 7ft 3in and the
Australian record to 7ft 10in at Wangaratta. His
Australian record lasted till 1926 in the most
competitive era ever seen in the show arena in
this country.
Sydney was where Musician always shone in
competing for the big money. There were two
100 pounds high jumps in Sydney during the
Twenties. His Sydney records of 7ft 3in in 1921
and 7ft 4in in 1922 were accomplished in
competition, not in special record attempts as
was frequently the case. However he is believed
to have had a go at his Australian record in
Sydney, and many say he nearly jumped it, just
rolling the top pole off.
Musician really jumped his fences, not
climbing over with his fronts and dragging his
hinds after him. He flew them like a hurdle, a
remarkable effort from a big, quite heavy, horse.
His style was remarkably consistent. In all the
existing photographs of him he is landing in
exactly the same way, to the extent it is
sometimes difficult to identify the particular
year or jump except by the saddlecloth number
or the number of rails in position on the jumps.
Of all the horses he rode it was Musician for
which Bob had the greatest affection. After his
retirement his owner and his rider saw to it that
he lacked nothing for the rest of his days. We
still have a faded photo of Bob sitting bareback
on a very old and very fat Musician long after
his jumping days were over. When Bob died in
1955, his wife, formerly Mary Waddington of
Kangaroo Valley, discovered Musician's light
canvas rug, with the horse's name and maker
“Hoysted Wodonga” stencilled on it; folded
away in a cupboard. This she gave to my father,
a gesture which was much appreciated by him.
It is a measure of Bob's regard for the horse that
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A ROYAL VISITOR TALKS W[TH AN AUSTRALIAN
HORSEMAN
Bob Chittick aftcr winning a special high jump on
Musician at Melbourne in 1920. talks with EDWARD,
PR1NCE OF WALES, himself a keen horseman and
jumping rider. LORD LOUIS MOUNTBATTEN in
background.
(A. J. Chittick)

he never considered another horse good enough
to wear it, although he was to show horses
nearly 30 more years.
The dashing baldy faced mare Lady Radium,
was another great performer of the Twenties to
be associated with his name. Lady Radium had
come from the far north coast of NSW, and the
Smiths at Bowral had her for a time. Charlie
McGlinchey of Jamberoo took her to Sydney in
1920 and 1921 and did well with her in jumping
events, the second year Lily Wilson (about 12
years old) being the rider in ladies' hunts. Will
Weir, then enjoying a great run of success,
added her to his team after the 1921 show.
The Weir team was probably at its very best
for the 1922 Sydney Centenary Show, with 11
firsts in .jumping events, and wins in hack
classes as well. Musician won the Vice Regal
high jump, the ladies' high jump, and a night
show high jump. Bloom divided first in the Mark
Foys' Piazza High Jump. Lady Radium and Dariel
won pair of hunters and the ladies' equestrian
contest over fences, and Arabo wound up this
show by being successful in the consolation
hunt.
Lady
Radium's
successes
continued,
remarkably, until 1932, many of her wins being

LADY RADlUM AND EMILlE ROACH R.A.S. SYDNEY
1927.
(R.A.S.)

LADY RADIUM ridden by E. M. ROACH-Sydney
1932.
(Sydney Mail)

in ladies' hunts when ridden by Emilie Roach.
She had only one living foal, who jumped at a
few wartime shows as Miss Radium. Miss
Radium was of a very temperamental nature,
being by a thoroughbred, but had some ability
and won some hunts along the coast ridden by
Jack McGee and Mrs Lily Davis (formerly Lily
Wilson).
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Bloom, who was bred in the Moree district
and who had done well for Charlie Culley when
ridden by Rowley Doctor, joined the team when
Mr Culley reduced his horses after the 1921
Sydney show. A horse with a lot of ability on his
day, he did not possess the consistency of either
Musician or Peter and could be a moody
customer when he took it into his head. On one
of his best days he set a Sydney showground
record of 7ft 5in. Shortly afterwards he was sold
for the then big sum of 600 guineas to go to
England, a Mr T. E. Glencnass being a consistent
purchaser of Australian horses for a Period of
20 years up to the early Thirties.
The last in a galaxy of high jumping stars to
be shown by this combination of owner and
rider in the Twenties was Dungog. He is said to
have been by a trotting bred stallion and have
come from the Dungog district in northern
NSW. It is also said that horsemen Eric Curry
and Alan McPhee both saw him competing at
the local shows in that area and weren't greatly
impressed by him. Nevertheless, Bob must have
seen possibilities in him for he was purchased
to replace Bloom in the team.
Dungog was a success almost from the
beginning, winning the Novice High Jump in
Sydney in 1926, and the Vice Regal the
following year. The next year Mr Weir decided
to retire from the show ring and Bob was able
to secure a nucleus for a team of his own from
him consisting of Lady Peggy, Lady Radium and
Dungog, and in that year Dungog was one of a
large group of horses which divided the Vice
Regal High Jump.
The following year, 1929, was to be Dungog's
best year at Sydney. Conditions were very wet
for the two main high jumps and he divided first
in both of them with other horses, no-one being
able to go higher than 6ft 6in. However in a
night show high jump he created a new Sydney
record of 7ft 6in, a remarkable effort when it is
remembered that it was performed under
artificial light. This height was jumped on only
one occasion thereafter in Sydney by A. L.
Payne's All Fours ridden by Mick Garrahy in
1939, and was never attained again anywhere
under artificial lighting.
With a number of horses jumping
remarkably well this contest went on until
nearly midnight, long after the show was
expected to close, with not a spectator leaving
the packed stands until Dungog eliminated the
others with the winning leap of 7ft 6in.
Thousands missed the last tram and walked

home to see the end, and as the horse left the
ring countless admirers crowded around him,
some pulling hairs from the horse's tail as
souvenirs. Earlier the same day Dungog, ridden
by Emilie Roach, had established a new Sydney
ladies' record of 7ft 1in. At Newcastle that year
the same pair had broken the Australian laden
high jump record at 7ft 2in, Em Roach having
previously held the record on Musician.
Emilie Roach, possibly the best of a noted
group of Australian lady riders in the Twenties
and Thirties, which included Madge Keane, Nina
and Enid Clarke, Marcia McKenny, Mrs Alice
Laidlaw, Lily Wilson, Eva Draper, Dolly Fogg and
Beryl Perry, had a long association in the show
ring with Bob Chittick in the period from 1918
tin 1955. Born in 1900, she had occasional rides
on the Weir horses from 1914 and became
regular rider from about 1920 when Dolly Fogg
decided to retire from regular jumping riding.
The Weir team began their spring campaign
at Wagga Show (then in August). At the end of
her career among many other remarkable
achievements, Em Roach had won the ladies'
hunt at Wagga 27 years in succession. In the
Twenties her main high jump successes were
achieved on Peter, Musician and Dungog, and

hunting contests on Dariel, Lady Radium and
Lady Peggy. In the years from 1922 to 1939
Miss Roach won the main equestrian contest
over fences at Sydney on no less than 12
occasions.
She continued to ride for Bob in ladies'
events after he took his own team out in 1929,
winning high jumps on Glimpse and Grey
Timothy and hunts on Sovereign and Murnong
in the Thirties. After the war, when Bob went as
manager of T.A. Field's team, she returned to
ride again, though no longer in high jumps, most
of her successes being on Sovereign (a different
horse to the pre-war one of that name) and
Royai Boy.
A remarkable person, who set an example to
several generations of young riders not only by
her ability and style in the saddle but also by
her immaculate attire and demeanour inside
and outside the show ring, Emilie Roach (Mrs
Burton) eventually retired to the Riverina and,
now aged 84, lives at Ganmain.
The friendships Bob Chittick made in the
show ring lasted a lifetime. In the Twenties Ivan
Nelson went with Bob to Narrandera to help
with the horses and was Musician's strapper in
his record- breaking years. A few years later

DUNGOG (BOB CHITTICK) the morning after setting a new record for Sydney Showground at 7ft. 6in. April 1929
Insert: Emilie Roach who rode Dungog to a new Ladies record of 7ft. 2in. the same day

(A. J. Chittick)
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SECTION FOUR JUMP1NG-SYDNEY 1933
With a group of well-known riders DES COLLINS on S1LVER,DEW, IVAN NELSON on STRANGER. JACK
McGEE on SOVERE1GN, BOB CH1TTICK on INVICTA.
(Sydney Mail)

Ivan began to ride some of the team, taking
some of the horses on a different run of shows
at times so they could do two circuits at the
same time After some years with Payne's team
he quit the show ring for a few years but
returned to assist Bob with the management of
Field's team in the post-war years. Bob got Jack
McGee started on a great career when he won
his first Sydney high jump in 1931, on Glimpse,
and they remained firm friends till Bob's death,
Jack often helping out by riding at Sydney up to
the Fifties despite his many other commitments.
Robert (always called Ned) Wheatley was from
Kangaroo Valley and travelled as rider with
Bob's team in the mid-Thirties, and was the
most successful jumping rider at the Royal
Easter Show 1936. Ned had a great sense of
humour, and he and Bob got on very well
indeed, and they were among the happiest years
Bob spent in the Thirties, before Ned decided to
move on to the then booming sport of trotting
when night racing started in Adelaide. The
experience Ned gained with the show team was
evident in the manner in which he prepared and
presented his pacers, having plenty of polish on
both the horses and the gear. When shows
resumed in 1947 and Bob was short of a rider in
his first year with T.A. Field's horses at Sydney,
it was Ned who slipped into the breach, pulled
on the boots and colours and gave the team a
good kick-off by winning the Novice early in the
show on Radar from a big field of 74. Ted
McMaugh's Bemery was second. Jack McGee on
Sunny third and Athol Henry on Cecil Henry's
Laddie fourth; Ned riding just as well as if he
had never been away from the game. Ned
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Wheatley had a successful career with the
pacers, winning good races in AdeIaide,
Melbourne and Sydney, and seemed to have the
knack of getting young horses going very well
and selling them for good money. After living
many years at Wagga, he later transferred to
Goulburn where he now Iives, looking very
youthful and not much different to what he did
in the Thirties.
Bob's meticulous attention to detail and the
care of the horses and gear made him the
complete professional and contributed much to
his success in the show ring. Like all
perfectionists it sometimes made him a hard
man to work for, but he was quick to recognise
and foster ability in others, and those who
stayed with him benefited from his vast
experience. The trouble was Bob expected
everyone to do things as well as he did them
himself, and with the best will in the world this
was not always possible.
A credit to his profession in the way he
presented himself, his horses and gear, he
believed in being properly attired. One can now
spare a moment of pity for the unfortunate
strapper, recruited from the Field's Queanbeyan
property to assist with the horses at the Easter
Show who he discovered attending to the
horses shirtless, and strongly reminded him his
own inimitable way that it was Sydney
Showground and not Bondi Beach.
Harry Smith of Bowral, an accomplished and
versatile horseman who in a long career has
been successful with ponies, sporting horses,
hacks, jumpers and trotters and pacers,
remembers riding in pair of hunters when a

young man with Bob in Sydney in 1932, on
Some Boy and Murnong. According to Harry,
Bob was directing operations. “I did everything
wrong. He abused me over every fence and he
had a good vocabulary. To my astonishment as
we landed over the last he said 'Good boy,
Harry! I think we'll win this', which we did, and
I still have the ribbon at home today “
Under a sometimes gruff exterior Bob was
the kindest man one could ever wish to know.
He gave innumerable children their start in the
show ring by lending his quality horses for
riding competitions both on the flat and over
fences right from the time when he was with
Will Weir till the end of his career, and expected
nothing in return but the pleasure of seeing
someone win who had the ability but could not
at that stage of their career afford to own a topclass horse. The career of the brilliant mare
Lady Radium is an example. Many young
women in the Twenties and Thirties had the
privilege of riding this wonderful mare in riding
competitions over fences, particularly in the
early years when Emilie Roach chose to ride
Dariel instead.
Although Bob was not renowned for
lavishing excess praise on anyone, he was not
by any means ungrateful nor unobservant and
he never failed to recognise a special effort. In
1930, prior to Invicta winning the Heavyweight
in Sydney, he had jumped with Saffron on the
Saturday, winning the pairs. Landing over one
fence, Saffron had come down on Invicta's
pastern with the heel of a shoe and the leg filled

over the weekend. Ben Byrne, then a lad with
the team, spent the whole weekend and until he
entered the ring on Easter Monday attending to
the leg. As he dismounted in the marshalling
yard and handed the reins to Ben after winning
the event, Bob was immediately surrounded by
a crowd of well-wishers. Before he responded to
their congratulations Bob turned and pointed to
Ben as he went to lead Invicta away saying: “and
there's no way the horse could have won except
for the way he was looked after all the
weekend:”.
Going was tougher in the Thirties than in the
great days of the Twenties, with a world-wide
depression making its effects obvious in
Australia. Show ring prizes decreased, and
country shows found it hard to keep going. But
the true professionals stuck to the show circuit,
some even travelling as far north as Cairns in
North Queensland in the winter months. Bob
did not take his team into Queensland, his year
starting at Wagga in August as he had done
when with Weir. They then went south to
Albury, still a big show, and on to Melbourne in
September, and then a round of northern
Victorian shows till November. He only
occasionally went through the Far North Coast
circuit around Lismore in October. The South
Coast shows from Wollongong to Nowra were
regularly visited in the summer, though he was
not able to take in Kangaroo Valley 3s often as
he would have liked to because of its frequent
clash with the Maitland-Newcastle group, then
some of the biggest jumping shows in Australia.
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NED WHEATLEY riding BLUE DONALD winner Novice Hunt R.A.S. Sydney 1936.

(J. H. Chittick)

AN OLD FRIENDSHIP CONTINUES, JACK
McGEE RIDES T. A. FlELD'S CHAIRMAN
FOR BOB CHlTTlCK-R.A.S.SYDNEY 1951.

(Hoofs and Horns)
There was an alternative of the northern
Tablelands around Armidale and Glen Innes in
March or the southern Tablelands from Moss
Vale to Goulburn before Sydney at Easter,
around which all show activity revolved. After
Easter there was a western round beginning at
Bathurst and Orange and going up into the
north-west to Coonamble. The horses and riders
had a break in mid-winter at Narrandera before
going out again in August. Due to his long
absences from home Bob eventually transferred
his family to Coogee in Sydney. Both his
daughters Jean and Roberta (Bobbie) were good
riders but did not get many opportunities to
ride in the show ring after going to live in
Sydney. However, Jean won the girl riding
competition under-12 years at Sydney in 1934.
Bob's best horses in the Thirties were the
high jumpers Glimpse, who he bought from Mrs
McDermid of Lismore, and Grey Timothy,
formerly owned by George Wilson. Grey
Timothy was a special favourite of Bob's and
one of the last horses he regularly rode in high
jumps himself. Old Tim had a great and
consistent record all over NSW, as well as being
in the money in Sydney, and was a good ladies'
horse as well. Unfortunately he met with a fatal
accident competing in a high jump in North
Queensland where Bob sent him one year with
Ernie Nelson's team in quest of the big high
jump prizes then being offered theTe on the
mid- winter circuit.
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The best hunters in the team during this
period were Murnong, a very good horse who
just missed out in the Place Hunt at Sydney on
several occasions, and Blue Donald and
Supreme, both of which were well ridden by
Ned Wheatley. At times Invicta, Jewel, Azara and
Mavis were with the team as his father showed
less from Kangaroo Valley. He also had a very
good type of horse called Swivel, who was not
an easy ride but was just coming good when
wartime conditions intervened.
As he rode less over jumps himself Bob
turned his expertise with horses to also
preparing and riding top-class hacks, notable
winners during the Thirties being Rango and
Minerva. During the Iater part of the war years
he worked in Sydney, but visited the war-time
shows at Kangaroo Valley and along the coast
whenever he could.
With the war over, he found himself in the
same position as many of the other top
professionals of the pre-war era like Ernie
Nelson. Most of the top horses were now too old
to come back and young keen riders hard to
find. Bob accepted a position, somewhat
reluctantly at first, with T. A. (Tom) Field, a
wholesale butcher in Sydney with pastoral
interests at Queanbeyan who intended to put a
team of jumpers in the field immediately postwar. The know-alls in the show world predicted
it wouldn't last because Bob had been used to
doing his own thing for so long. They were all
absolutely wrong, for each man soon recognised
the qualities and abilities of the other and they
had a long and successful association, which
lasted till Bob's death in 1955, in the same way
as the partnership with Mr Weir in the
Twenties.
With Mr Field's generous purchase of what
promising horses were available Bob got
together a team in which he could take some
interest and pride, and despite changing
conditions and the increasing difficulty of
finding good riders who would take on the
pretty hard life of travelling the show circuit
with jumpers, these became some of the
happiest years of his life, especially when Ivan
Nelson and Tony Haynes came to help him with
the team.
During this time they had some quite good
horses, which included Sovereign, Royal Boy
and President, then Chairman (formerly
Balstar) and Egypt, with which they travelled
the circuit much as before through to
Melbourne and occasionally Brisbane. Both

Ernie and George Hull went with the team as
riders at times, also Lachie and Johnny Weir,
grandsons of W.J. Weir, whilst Jack McGee
helped out whenever he could, especially at
Sydney.
Always carefully dressed in a three-piece suit
as in the pre-war years, with an immaculate
Borsalino hat and a long cigarette holder, which
were his trademarks, Bob was becoming a
familiar figure to a new generation of
showgoers when a heart condition which had
troubled him for a few years overtook him at
Wagga Show where he had begun the spring
circuit so many times. Returning home to
Coogee he died a few months later in November
1955. In a way an era died with him. His great
contemporary Charlie Perry had died suddenly
at Bundaberg in 1951, still travelling the circuit,
whilst earlier in 1955 Jack McGee-last of the
great riders still active in the post-war era-had
announced his retirement from show ring
riding.

BOB CHITTICK winner Gentleman Rider on EGYPT Kangaroo
Valley Show 1950's (possibly Burke and Bill Chittick in background).
(M. L. Chittick)
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7. JOHN NELSON AND DAUGHTER

WIRELESS (centre) ridden by DAISY NELSON and MAJESTY (left) ridden by JOHN NELSON.
(J. H. Chittick)

John Nelson, brother of D.A. (Dick) Nelson
and Mary Jane Nelson (wife of James Chittick)
was born at Gerringong a few years after his
parents arrived from County Fermanagh,
Ireland, on the sailing ship "St. Kilda'' in 1863.
As a young man he moved to Kangaroo Valley
where he married Susannah Keys and began
farming in the Bendeela district. They had one
daughter Daisy, who was to become a well
known rider.
John Nelson sold his Bendeela property in
1919 which was split up into three farms under
the post- war Soldier Settlement Scheme and
moved to "Glenorrie'' adjoining the old
Kangaroo Valley showground where he was to
spend the remainder of his life. Dick Nelson,
D.A:s son, lives there at the present time.
Always very interested in public affairs-he had a
long record as a shire councillor-John Nelson
was also president of the Kangaroo Valley Show
Society in the years 1909-21, 1926-27 and
1928-33. He always had a good horse or two to
ride and drive and as his daughter grew up and
displayed an interest and aptitude for riding
began to show horses more frequently.
Daisey was a tall girl and very versatile. She
had occasional rides on the jumpers of her
cousins the Chitticks, was good at sporting
events, rode at times in ladies trots at the South
Coast shows and could hold her own with the
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best riders of the times in ladies' riding
competitions and hack classes.
Frank Johnston, of Johnston's Transport
Industries, recalled an occasion in which his
father Frank the elder was asked to judge a
ladies' riding contest at a South Coast show in
the early Twenties. The Johnstons, incidentally,
came from the same district as the Chittick
family in Ireland and have maintained their
association with the Chitticks over the years.
Frank's recollection ofthe incident is as follows:"Another yarn concerns Daisy, wife of Gus.
Dad was helping run the trots at several of the
shows. He was handicapper-cum-steward-cum
any other job. There was a ladies' race with an
additional prize for the lady who handled her
mount in the best manner (a strange sort of
prize). Daisy ran second on the old rough trotter
Sonny, to a girl on a smooth pacer. When Dad
indicated that the special prize was to be
awarded to the rider of the trotter the steward
almost collapsed. 'Aren't you making a mistake,
Mr. J., what more could the other girl do but
win:' Dad's reply was: 'Ask the girls to swap
mounts and do one fast lap' to which the
steward relented by saying 'I see what you
mean and bow to your better knowledge: ''
Whilst on stories, a race was handicapped on
seconds. Dad's friendship with the Chittick's
was well known so before the race was due to
start, Dad said to your father: "I've handicapped

you on 12 seconds, you are entitled to be on 11
sec, but don't worry, when I'm counting I'll get
there a bit quick:'
Father and daughter had an enjoyable time
doing the South Coast shows with their hacks in
the early Twenties. In 1923 they were having a
good run of success with two very good horses
in Wireless and Majesty and decided to take on
the best in the state at Sydney with good results.
Wireless had been purchased some time
previously from W.J„ Weir of Narrandera.
At Sydney they did well, the two horses
winning pair of hacks, whilst Wireless won 12st
hack, best remount horse (a class for horses
suitable as cavalry remounts) and was second
to the eventual champion Kim, ridden by Emilie
Roach in the ladies' hack. Wireless beat a former
Sydney champion on Noel into second place in
the 12st hack. Noel was one of the best show
horses of the decade and some good judges
thought Wireless might have been a bit unlucky
not to be judged champion.
Shortly after that Easter Show Daisy Nelson
married G. E. (Gus) Chittick and went to live at
Alne Bank, Gerringong. Her husband was a very
prominent exhibitor of AIS cattle, and for a
number of years her energies were directed to
assisting him with the show cattle. Nevertheless
both of them retained an interest in the horse
events at the local show and their sons Jack and
Gordon both rode at times in the Thirties and
Forties.
In the early Forties, with shows generally in
decline due to wartime conditions, Mrs Gus
Chittick began to ride competitively again in an
effort to revive interest and keep shows going
till things returned to normal. Two others who
did the same in the area were my father Nelson
Chittick and Mrs Lily Davis (formerly Lily
Wilson), who both rode over jumps again at
shows although neither had done so for some
years.
The remarkable Daisy, who like her father
had the nature and application to succeed at
whatever they put their efforts to, in the same
dark blue riding habit she had worn in the
Twenties, made a successful return to hack and
lady rider classes and was judged winner of the
lady rider at Kiama in 1944, after a break of
nearly 20 years from show ring competition.

RESULTS OF KANGAROO VALLEY SHOW1924
Reveal how active the: two families were: at the time
in the show ring.
(J. H. Chittick)
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8. GEORGE AND CECIL NELSON

GEORGE NELSON aged about 12 years riding ECHO. WinneT
High Jump, Moss Vale Show 1924.
(Svdnev Mail)

George and Cecil Nelson were sons of T. H.
(Tom) Nelson, another son being Sam, a
successful cattle dealer in his younger days and
later a breeder and show exhibitor of Friesian
stud cattle. Their sister Margaret (Mag) married
Norman Powell, a well-known show rider.
At one time, T. H. Nelson had a butcher shop
opposite the old Kangaroo Valley showground
and not far from the Chitticks just down the
road at Ellerslie. Both Cecil and George spent a
lot of time in the company of my father and
George in particular from the age of about nine
years attached himself to Dad as chief assistant
in taking the horses to the local shows.
George used to recall on one occasion in the
early Twenties they were to take the jumpers to
Albion Park show. With typical keenness George
was there to make a start shortly after daybreak
but Dad was not renowned for being an early
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starter, there always being something else to do
or another horse to shoe, so it was into the
afternoon before they set out leading the horses
planning on an overnight stop at Gerringong.
When they got to Toolijoa the heaviest storm
George was ever to encounter in his life came
up. Dad instructed him to make a dash to Uncle
Jack Chittick on his pony. In pelting rain and
total darkness George got to Gerringong but on
reaching the town took a roundabout way to the
house because he was too frightened to ride
past the cemetery in the dark. Dad eventually
turned up with the other horses and they made
their way on to the show the following day.
In this atmosphere George was soon having a
ride on Maisie in boy rider over hurdles and
other events and in 1924 when only about 12
years of age, rode Echo to win the open high
jump at Moss Vale at 6ft 5in when no other

rider was available. Although Echo was a
remarkably kind and gentle horse it was still a
wonderful achievement for a boy of that age.
George rode Echo several times thereafter in
high jumps and in later years used to recall an
incident illustrating the comradeship of the
show ring despite the fact everyone in those
days was battling to earn a quid in the jumping
events. On this occasion George on Echo and
Mick Garrahy on another horse, probably one of
Harry Judd's, were the only two left in a high
jump.
Mick
Garrahy
originally
from
Toowoomba, Queensland, was one of the
leading professionals of the time and rode for
both Dolph and Harry Judd but mainly for A. L.
Payne, his career continuing up to about 1940.
With the height getting up to near 7ft and only
the two left to jump it out, Mick approached Dad
and George as they stood by Echo and said "It's
getting a bit high and your rider's only little. If
you like I'll ride both horses''. And he would
have done so even if it meant beating his own
mount for the first prize.
Looking set for a great career as a horseman,
George had misfortune strike him when still
only a boy. He is believed to have trodden on a
nail and infection developed in his foot and

steadily worsened. What could probably have
been cured in a few days nowadays with
antibiotic injections eventually resulted in
George's leg being amputated at the knee.
George bore his bad luck with the courage and
fortitude which distinguished him again in later
years when he was affected with a chronic
parasitic disease, necessitating a series of
surgical operations. Some people who knew him
in later life did so for some time before they
realised he had an artificial limb. George Nelson
began riding again and although he was not to
ride over jumps again he was to have great
success in sporting events in the show ring and
bred and developed a number of top sporting
ponies he having Azara at the stud at Cowra for
a season one time in the early Forties. George
and his brother Cecil, married sisters Joyce and
Frieda Wallis, and both eventually moved to the
Cowra district. Both had become interested in
trotting, and in the early Fifties George Nelson
trained and drove a top class pacer in
Lawnrock, who he eventually sent to Sutton
McMillan in Sydney where he raced with a good
deal of success at Harold Park.
Despite serious illness which troubled him
over a number of years, George remained his

CECII. NEISON on N. Chittick's SPARKLING ECHO, Kangaroo Valley Showground
1930's (won two races that day).
(A. J. Chittick)
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smiling good natured self, right to the end of his
life. He had a nature which endeared him to all
who came in contact with him and in his latter
years has been credited with teaching a young
girl to ride in the Cowra distiict who is now one
of the state’s most proficient women jockeys,
Mrs. J. Parsons (Jane Spence).
Cecil, too, was a keen horseman from an
early age and at the 1924 Kangaroo Valley Show
he and George were first and second in the boy
rider over hurdles. Although he rode from time
to time in jumping contests in the Twenties,
Cecil soon became interested in trotters and
pacers and one that he rode to success at local
shows was the pacing stallion Sparkling Echo,
owned by my father in the early Thirties.
Sparkling Echo later continued his career in the
Griffith district where he was trained and

ridden by Bill Chittick. After moving to the
Cowra district, Cec maintained his interest in
the trotters and local shows and stood the
stallion Quick March for some seasons. In the
Forties he trained and drove the brilliant
trotting mare Lawnwood, a full sister to the
pacer Lawnrock which George had a few years
later. Due to limited opportunities in this state
prior to the advent of night racing in 1949, Cecil
took the mare to Melbourne where he won
several races with her.
Cecil's son, Jim, was also interested in horses
from his early years and he and his uncle
George showed jumping and sporting ponies at
district shows and on several occasions made a
sentimental journey back with a small team in
the Fifties to compete at Kangaroo Valley and
other shows in the district circuit.

A GROUP OF D. A. NELSON'S CHILDREN-About 1917
Ready to go to the Show.
Left to right: Alick, Laura, Dick, Peggy.
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(Peggy Synold)

9. D. A. NELSON AND FAMILY
the place. Jack also never forgot the sight of D.A.,
mounted on horseback with a drafting stick,

D. A. (DICK) NELSON (centre) in characteristic pose, with friends, watches judging at the Sydney Show.
(The Land)

David Alexander Nelson, always known as
D.A. or Dick, was the last surviving member of
the family of six brothers and sisters who came
to Kangaroo Valley to live when D. A. was four
years of age. D. A. Nelson died at Kangaroo
Valley on 3rd July, 1961, aged 85 years. He had
still been riding up to the year prior to his
death.
D.A. rode at the first Kangaroo Valley Show
when about nine years of age, beating his
brother Tom in a pony race. He was still
competing in gentlemen riding classes after he
reached his eighties, in a long life as a great allrounder as a horseman. He could work cattle on
horseback, handle a draught horse, drive a four
in hand as well as anybody in the state, or ride
in a hack or gentleman rider class with the best
of them . Writing in 1960, in the year prior to
D.A:s death, Jack McGrath, of Burrawang,
recalled the times many years before when Dick
Nelson stood two good pony sires, Dandy and
Comet and had about 60 pony brood mares on
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drafting 750 head of cattle at a Moss Vale
auction in the quickest, smoothest manner
imaginable.
For some years he was in partnership with
his brother, Andrew, in dairying and the Nelson
Bros. of Glenmurray always had some good
horses on the place as well as the cattle. After
his marriage he moved to the original Osborne
property at Barrengarry where he reared a
large family who, under his tuition upheld the
family tradition of horsemanship; all being
successful in their age groups in riding classes
at shows over the years. Most notable of the
girls was Una, three times winner at the Sydney
Royal Show. Una Nelson won the girl rider class
at Sydney in 1916, 1 918 and 1920 (there was
no show in 1919 due to the prevailing influenza
epidemic). The remarkable aspect of these
performances is that when she first won in
1916, there was only one class-girl rider under
15 years of age. When she won four years later
in 1920, there was an additional class under 13

years and she won that, making her about eight
years old at the time of her first victory. Sadly
Una Nelson died when still only a young
woman.
Other members of the family which did well
at district shows and at the Royal Sydney Show
in the twenties included David R. (Dick),
Alexander (Alick), Ethel (Peggy) and Laura.
Both Audrey and Ross were considerably
younger and their show ring activities were in
the thirties and forties, D.A. continuing his
interest and riding in pairs with daughter,
Audrey, at post-war shows in the forties.
D.A:s wife died in 1928 with some of the
family still very young. The added responsibility
of the father curtailed the show activities and
visits to Sydney Royal in the thirties.
Young Dick started in pretty good company
in the show ring. When he was placed second in
both under 16 and 13 boy rider at Sydney in
1924, it was Darby Munro who was third in
both events. Fred Hood was fourth. On the first
occasion he rode at the Royal, at about eight
years of age in 1920, he was put on a big horse
owned by Charlie McGlinchey. After the award
of the ribbons as they paraded around the
trotting track of the ring the horse gave every
indication that he was about to take off. Charlie
and D.A. stepped out onto the track
(proceedings were conducted in a more
informal manner in those days) and as Mr.
McGlinchey shouted "Whoa up'' the horse
stopped dead neatly depositing young Dick in
the waiting arms of D„A„, while the crowd
applauded the impromptu act.
In later years it was as a rider in sporting
events such as the flag race, the bending race,
and the stock horse trial that the younger Dick
came to be so well known, always having a
couple of good horses and being very hard to
beat in these kind of events over a period of
more than 30 years. As a boy he had ridden the
well-known pony Tommy, owned by Aub Tate,
of Jamberoo and saddle ponies owned by the
Clarke Bros., of Robertson in hack classes.
Among the good sporting horses he rode in a
long career were Wal, who he had for a long
time in the thirties, Bombo who he got from
George McGuire, the brilliant mare, Sandra in
the fifties, and Champ and Bonny who were
both by Azara.
Dick travelled all over the South Coast and
Tablelands where he met and beat the best of
the time, nominating Vin Cluff of Bowral as not
only one of the hardest to beat but also one of
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DICK NELSON RIDlNG BONNY
In a flag; race at the new showground,
Kangaroo Valley.
(D. R. Nelson)

the finest sports in the game. Like his father,
Dick remains a very active man and keen rider
now although getting up in years and when the
endurance ride became the vogue and a regular
annual event in the Valley he competed in and
completed the 1979 60km Endurance Ride,
being the oldest rider to finish the course which
was mainly up and down mountains.
Also, like DA, Dick was rarely stuck for a
word, no matter what the occasion. It is said
that as a very small boy he won the prize as boy
rider at Moss Vale, the State Governor being on
hand to put on the ribbons. As he did so he said
to Dick, "Now my boy! And how old are you?''
"I'm buggered if I know'' replied Dick, you'll
have to ask Uncle Tom:'
Fay Lawson, daughter of Audrey and Bill
Lawson was to carry on the family tradition of
show ring riding in the forties and fifties,
starting at a very early age, with proud
grandfather D. A. Nelson assisting. She was
placed second in the girl rider at Sydney on
Egypt, lent by Bob Chittick for the occasion, and
won champion girl rider at many country
shows. Her daughter, Phillippa competes at
present day shows making it the fourth
generation of the family to do so.

FAY LAWSON (now Mrs. Martin) granddaughter o f D. A. Nelson ,
Champion Lady Rider Kiama Show 1956.
(Fay Martin)

UNA NELSON winner girl rider R.A.S. Sydney 1916-18-20, on FIuco,
Sydney Showground, about 1918.
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(Fay Martin)

10. CASEY NELSON

Another outstanding horseman to come out
of the Valley and very much in in the limelight
during the Thirties when Cairns in North
Queensland was the Mecca of high-jump record
breaking was Ernie (Casey) Nelson. In the
decade leading up to the years of World War II,
when major shows ceased and were never to
return in quite the same form again, he toured
with great success with his own team of
jumpers from Cairns in the north to Melbourne
in the south, the only break from the circuit
coming in the few weeks prior to Christmas
when the horses were given a well-earned rest.
Casey was born in Kangaroo Valley in 1910,
his older brother Ivan, also a noted horsemen in
the show ring, being born in 1908. Their father
I.S. Nelson died at a comparatively early age and
both the boys spent a lot of time with their
cousins, the Chittick brothers, who were all a bit
older, in the Twenties.
Ernie Nelson had his first experience of high
jump riding about 1923. At the time, Colleano's
Circus, one of many well-known touring
circuses of the time, had a team of jumpers as
well, which toured with the circus taking in
shows along the same route. The most famous
circus of them all, Wirth Bros., had also done so
early in the century, their best jumping mare
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being Lady Morton. It was a tradition carried on
well into the Thirties by both Sole Bros. and
Perry Bros. Two of the jumping ponies, Masher
and Black Jack, had been left in the care of Mick
Kenny to do the South Coast shows. Kenny, who
occasionally rode ponies in high jumps himself
during the Twenties, later became a leading
racehorse trainer in Brisbane. Several
generations of the Colleanos family continued in
the circus tradition, becoming known eventually
as the best high wire performers in the world.
Mick Kenny got Casey to ride the two
jumping ponies at the local show, he eventually
winning on Masher at 7ft. Incidentally, the other
horse, Black Jack, had started his show career
with James Chittick and had been sold to Con
Colleanos sometime previously. It was a heady
success for the 13-year-old Casey, whose
boyhood hero at the time was the great
Australian all-round athlete Snowy Baker. From
that time he decided a career as a show ring
jumping rider was for him.
In the mid-Twenties he got further
experience on the Chittick jumpers and was the
first rider to win on Azara. Casey used to recall
that when Azara was being broken in and being
ridden about the farm, he was sent on an errand
to the house for a bottle of spirits of salts

needed for a soldering job at the dairy. On the
way back he couldn't resist putting the pony at a
fence Azara jumping so high he jumped Casey
right out of the stock saddle being used on him,
and tipped him off. Casey hastily had to remove
the broken spirits of salts bottle from his pants
pocket before it did too much damage The
combination won two jumping events at the
Sydney Show the next Easter. Among the horses
he rode successfully for the Chittick team about
this time were Riverina, Kitty and Invicta,
Invicta and Saffron winning the pairs at Sydney
in 1930. In 1930 he also spent a time with Bob
Chittick winning high jumps on Dungog and
hunts on Murnong. Casey always credited the
tutelage he received from Bob Chittick, then at
his peak as a high jump rider, as being
responsible for the great success he was to have
as a jumping rider himself in the next decade.
In the years from 1931 to 1933 Casey went
as rider with John Phillips' team of jumpers. In
the early Thirties, the Phillips team was at its
peak, with a team of great depth which included
Coaldust, Echo, Domino, Monrose, Liberty,
Booval, Warrior, Hero, Warlock and a promising
young horse called Bay Radium. The team had a
great run of success from about 1928 and was
one of the few in the country which could put up
a full team of four for the then new section four
jumping competition, made up entirely of their
own horses. They had some good riders too
about this time, who included Norman Powell
and Keith Phillips, with Lily Davis and Marcia
McKenny doing the riding in the ladies' events.
Ernie Nelson broke the Australian high jump
record for the first time at Wangaratta in 1932
riding John Phillips' Coaldust over 7ft 11in. In
the Thirties horses either ridden or owned by
him were to break the record four times.
Casey had some money from his father's
estate and decided to use it to set himself up
with his own team of jumpers, when only 23. It
might have been judged a somewhat risky
business venture by his more conservative
relatives but he had always known what he
wanted to do and as it happened he was to
make a great success of it until wartime brought
an end to the great touring teams of the
Twenties and Thirties. He bought four horses as
a package deal from John Phillips and made
excellent choices. Of the four Coaldust was the
established star, being the Australian record
holder and a good Sydney winner. Warrior, a
13st hunter, was a good horse but possibly with
his best ahead of him. Bay Radium was still only
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in the novice class but very promising with a
great career ahead of him. Last of the four was
Domino, who was by no means a young horse
(being foaled in 1918) with not particularly
successful tours with both John Phillips and
Tom Judd behind him. But Casey was to strike
gold with him too. Domino was going to be the
name always associated with him in his career
as a high jump rider.
Coaldust gave the team a good kick off in
high jumps but unfortunately broke a leg
competing at Sydney a few years later, the
remaining three of the Quartet went through as
prolific winners until the war years.
The steady going, reliable heavyweight horse
Warrior was a favourite mount of his owner
over the years. He won Brisbane's big event, the
Royal National Hunter's Plate, on several
occasions but never quite made it in the Daily
Telegraph in Sydney due to the dislike he took
to the water jump which ended the round in the
big jump in Sydney. Warrior was also a great
horse in pairs and section fours.
Bay Radium was to become one of the best
11st horses of the decade, winning the Anthony
Hordern's Palace Hunt at Sydney on three
occasions in 1935, 1937 and 1938. No other
horse ever accomplished this feat in the history
of the event, which ran at Sydney Show for
more than 50 years. The other winners during
the Thirties give one some idea of the class of
horse needed to win this event: 1930-31 Booval
(Keith Phillips); 1932 and 1934 Grey Gown (M.
McRae); 1933 Stranger (Ivan Nelson) and 1936
and 1939 Silver King (Bill McKay). Not a bad lot
of horses and riders!
Although he was a horse that toured all over

FIRST HORSE OVER 8ft. IN AUSTRALIA. DOMINO
ridden by E. NELSON jumping 8ft. ½in. at Cairns, July
1935.
(M. Seymour)

eastern Australia and jumped all kinds of
obstacles on all kinds of grounds, seldom
making a mistake, Bay Radium was involved in
a fatal accident at Newcastle in March 1935.
Winifred Wilson, then only 24 years of aged,
travelled from Sydney to ride the horses in
ladies' events, almost missing the train at
Central that morning. Jumping in the ladies'
hunt, Bay Radium was unsighted by a shadow in
front of the fence and took off soon, catching the
jump with his hind legs and catapaulting his
rider, who had a very short grip on the reins,
into the ground, Miss Wilson suffering fatal
head injuries.
Riding nearly all the year round, week in
week out over the big stiff fences and training
high jumps could be a hazardous occupation.
Casey was never seriously injured but was
judged very fortunate in a very bad fall from
Noel at Mackay in North Queensland when his
stirrup leather pulled out of the saddle, enabling
him to fall clear of the horse, who broke his
neck.
Domino was hardly the star of the team at
the outset, having some ability but being
unreliable and difficult to control. He got
hooked on the poles in a high jump at Cessnock
in 1933, running a big splinter into his leg.
Several weeks' treatment was necessary to get
him on the road again. Whether it was a break
from the grind of weekly competition or the
extra care during his recovery, he seemed to
come good short]y after and the following year
established himself as one of Australia's most
consistent horses with a record of 34 high
jumps in the season on a circuit that ranged
from Cairns through to Adelaide and
Melbourne. It was Casey's first trip to North
Queensland and Domino won the open high
jump there at 7ft 8in. Bigger things were to
come.
The following year Domino again carried all
before him. At Sydney Madge Keane established
a ladies' high jump record on him at 7ft 4in, and
when they got to Cairns in July Domino did what
no horse had ever done. He cleared 8.0 ½in a
high jump. It could be likened to the breaking of
the four minute per mile barrier in human
athletics. The crowd went wild as Domino,
ridden by Casey, flew the 8ft and landed safely
on the other side. Perry Bros: Dark Man and
Lion divided the same height that same
afternoon. A memorable day and a milestone in
the history of the show ring.

DOMINO owned by E. NELSON ridden by MADGE
KEANE after creating an Australian Ladies High Jump
Record 7ft. 4in., R.A.S. Sydney 1935.
(M. Seymour)
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Domino got up to 8ft 1½in at Cairns
eventually but it was to be other horses owned
by Ernie Nelson who broke the Australian
record on two other occasions at that centre.
The following year the grey Euchre, who was by
the well-known thoroughbred Chrysolaus, got
over 8ft 1¼, ridden by Cyril Grace. This was
equalled by Charlie Perry's Lookout, another
grey, ridden by Billy Barton. The prize for the
open high jump was 200 pounds plus 100
pounds for a new record, and 9000 were in
attendance at the show, in a fairly isolated
region, to see the giants do battle in the high
jump.
People began to wonder how far they were
going to go at Cairns. In 1936 Domino divided
one of Sydney's main high jumps, the Mark
Foys' Piazza with another chestnut called Plain
Eagle from the Parkes district. Casey wasn't
afraid to spend a bit of money buying horses to
improve his team, and he purchased Plain Eagle.
In 1937, Plain Eagle jumped a sensational 8ft 3
½in on Cairns' big day, ridden by Ron Hull. Plain
Eagle could be a moody customer who had a
tendency to stop of things weren't just going his
way but Ron Hull, who was with the team from
time to time up to 1941, seemed to be able to
get the best from him. Casey and Ron became
life-1ong friends, and in later years Casey
always looked forward to the round of shows
around Nowra when he and Ron could spend a
couple of weeks reminiscing about old times.
Although he employed additional riders for
the team from 1936, Casey continued to do
some of the riding himself, particularly on his
favourites of the original quartet--Domino,

Warrior and Bay Radium. Among the other
riders were Cyril Grace a Queenslander who
had ridden a lot in northern NSW and
Queensland. He toured with Casey until he was
accidentally killed in a road accident travelling
between shows in south-west NSW. Others
included Charlie Langley from the Lismore
district and Pat Carroll, about 1939. The rider
most frequently with the team was Ron Hull,
whose two brothers Ernie and George also rode
for various teams in the Thirties and Forties.
Ron also had a season with EW. Englebert of
Bowral when Jack McGee was the main rider,
and rode for Ernie Henry of Nowra during the
war years. He transferred to riding trotters in
the Forties and would have been one of the last
to ride a winner in saddle at a registered
trotting meeting, the horse being E. Wood's
Stator at Bulli. He made a brief return to high
jump riding in the Fifties to help out the injured
Jack McGee, being one of the few others than
McGee to ride Mark Radium in the Post-war
years.
Mandrake was a big heavy horse who
jumped well at North Queensland shows. Casey
bought him and did quite well with him, too. He
jumped 8ft 1½in at Cairns, won the ladies' at
Sydney in 1938 with Madge Keane riding, but
competition was fierce, particularly at Cairns, in
that era and Ron Hull can recall an occasion
when Mandrake jumped 7ft 11in there and did
not get into the prize money. Like everyone else
in the game, Casey had his ups and downs. He
was always on the lookout for a good horse and
game enough to pay for one he fancied, but over
the years lost a few by accident and illness. Noel
broke his neck in a fall at Mackay, Hereford died
from colic in Queensland, Coaldust was lost in a
Sydney accident, and another in a jumping fall
at Melbourne. But it took a lot to keep the
irrepressible Casey down. Come good times and
bad times, Depression, wartime, even serious
illness-he battled it out, always with a smile and
a joke. The professional jumping teams were on
the road nearly all the year round to make the
game pay, and the horses frequently went in
August straight from the Brisbane Exhibition in
warmer climes to start the south-west circuit in
the chilliness of Wagga, performing well under
all kinds of conditions. Travelling was by train
and, although it seemed doing it the hard way,
thankfully the railways system was a much
more efficient one than it is today. Some
Cinesound newsreels of high4umping horses at
the Sydney Show in the Thirties made their way
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to the United States. The Americans had never
seen anything quite like it, and eventually
enquiries were made to see if some of the
horses could be booked for a tour of the States,
giving exhibitions at such places as Madison
Square Garden in New York, scene of indoor
.shows and rodeos as well as prize fights. At one
stage negotiations were underway for Casey
and Madge Keane to go with two or three of his
horses and possibly one of Perry Bros. to give
exhibitions in the States. Unfortunately the
scheme eventually fell through for Casey,
showman that he was in every sense of the
word, would probably have done well in the
States. War brought an end to major shows in
1941-and to Casey's way of life. Bay Radium and
Warrior, who were as good as ever and could
have gone on for years, were turned out with
the others near Young, and as it happened were
never to see the show ring again. Domino, well
up into the twenties, had been retired to Jugiong
under the care of Madge Keane. Like everyone
else in those times Casey believed he could take
up where he left offat the war's end. But it was
not to be. Times were changing, both good
riders and horses were hard to come by, and it
would have needed a lot of money to put a good
team in the field again post-war. He would have
liked to have taken up racehorse training, but
opportunities were restricted in the immediate
post- war years, and eventually he went back on
the road touring the show circuits with a variety
of tent shows and attractions. Some of his more
conservative relations didn't entirely approve of
Casey's new venture, somewhat of a contrast to
the prestige and even glamour associated with
his record-breaking career of the Thirties. On
his rounds travelling the same circuit as he had
done in the pre-war years he kept in touch with
many friends all over Australia. With a ready
wit and a remarkable recollection of things past
he was a never-ending source of information
linking the past with the present. Casey was a
genuine oral historian, and it was somewhat of a
pity that his great knowledge of the Australia of
50 years or more ago and his recollections of
the lives and times of the people connected with
the shows were never recounted, although it is
believed he did at least one interview for a
television programme. In his latter years he did
visit

E. NELSON'S PLAIN EAGLE ridden by RON HULL sets an Australian record by jumping 8fi.
½in. at Cairns, July 1937.
(R. Hull)

SECTION FOUR WfNNERS BR/SBANE R.N_A. EXHIBlTiON 1934
From left: Charlie Perry on Statesnian; Harry Murrell on Robin; ] van Nelson on Warrior; Ernie Nelson on Bay Radium.
(Queenslander)

Kangaroo
Valley for several functions
(Queenlander
associated with the history of the Valley. Casey's
irrepressible nature and great sense of humour
carried him through the years until he became
ill and died at Sydney in January 1984, one of
the outstanding charaeters in a remarkable era
of Australian show ring history.
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11 IVAN NELSON
Born in 1908 Ivan Nelson was an elder
brother of Ernie. Although he chose not to
spend as long a time riding in the show ring
as his younger brother, Ivan was a very
skilful and accomplished jumping rider.
Some good judges rated him the equal, if not
better, than Casey, his peak period being in
the years when he travelled with A. L.
Payne's team, then probably the best in
Australia.
Like Casey Ivan spent a lot of time with
his cousins the Chitticks and in the early
Twenties went to Narrandera with Bob to
work on a dairy farm and assist with the
Weir horses. From the outset there was
always a good deal of mutual admiration and
respect between Ivan and Bob. The influence
of Bob on the young rider was obvious in
later years not only in riding style, but in the
conservative dressing and manner which
Bob and his contemporaries believed the
professional horseman should affect. Tall,
lean and well dressed, Ivan Nelson during his
carrier in the show ring looked exactly what
he was-the complete professional.
ln his younger days, Musician and Daniel
were the stars of the Weir team and Ivan had
a good deal to do with their preparation for and
care during the big shows at Easter in the early
Twenties. He soon graduated to doing some of
the riding and times they were able to split the
team, Ivan taking some of the horses on a
different circuit of shows, a practice which was
occasionally done by the top teams of the time,
one of first good horses he won on being Lady
Peggy. Ivan and Bob had a great rapport, which
was to be re-established after the World War II,
but when Bob went out with his own team in
1928, he was still able to do the riding himself
and did not have sufficient horses to justify two
top class riders with the team.
Ivan then had the opportunity to go with A.
L. Payne of Lambton near Newcastle. Payne
then had probably the best and the biggest team
of jumpers in Australia, and travelled nearly all
the year round. They had already begun
exploring the possibilities of the Queensland
winter circuit for several years and generally
had two top class riders employed at the same
time. Jim Burke was the travelling manager for
many years and the list of riders employed by
the Paynes during the great days of the

IVAN NELSON winning Vice Regal High Jump on A.L.
PAYNE'S DlSPUTED PLAINS, R.A.S. Sydne:y 1933.
(Svdney Mail)
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Twenties and Thirties reads like a catalogue of
the great riders of the time Eric Curry, Alan
McPhee, Harry Murrell, Des Collins, Mick
Garrahy, Rowley Doctor, Pat Crawford, Mick
Shearer.
The team was a very strong one right
through two decades and about the time Ivan
joined it they had such good performers as
Rainbow, Sunray, the great pony Hector, and the
high jumpers Robin, Brownlock, Ascot and
Coongal. Ivan quickly made the most of his
opportunities and was the leading jumping
rider at Sydney Royal 1928, this award then
carrying a gold medal. He was to stay with the
Paynes until the mid-Thirties.
Both Rainbow and Hector were then nearing
the end of great careers, but they were quickly
to be replaced by other rising stars. Ivan Nelson
won the Palace Hunt on Rainbow in 1928 and
Sunray in 1929. This was then one of Sydney's
biggest events. When Rainbow won in 1928 it
was his second success in this event and he
carried a 141b penalty, his rider being obliged
to weigh out at 12st rather than the 11 st
carried by the other competitors. Dating back

from the early years of the contest this unusual
condition provided for a previous winner to
carry 141b extra, a winner on two occasions to
carry 281b extra. A1though still in force when
Rainbow won for the second time this unusual
condition, an attempt at a form of handicapping,
was no longer part of the conditions when Bay
Radium won three times in the Thirties. An
example of the ups and downs of the show game
was that the night after winning the Palace,
Rainbow made a mistake in another hunting
contest, giving Ivan a fall, after which he was left
holding the bridle as the horse trotted back on
his own to the marshalling yard. The Paynes
retired old Rainbow after that show and Ivan
rode Hector only a few times before he, too, was
retired. The Paynes had a reputation of looking
after their old timers and when Ivan first went
to work for them he found Sunbeam, a high
jumping star around 1920 and a couple of
others still around the property near Newcastle,
being rugged and fed each night. Rainbow had
been a great horse for a variety of riders since
coming from the Casino-Kyogle area, home of
the Radiums in the early 20s. Among the other
top riders who won on him over the years were
Eric Curry, Alan McPhee, Mick Garrahy and
Queensland sisters Nina and Enid Clarke.
Several new stars were on the way which were
to be constantly associated with Ivan Nelson's
career as a jumping rider. The first was
Disputed Plains, another Radium and one of the
last stars by the great old sire of jumpers, Bay

Radium being the other one of note. Thereafter
it was the second generation Radiums such as
Ben Bolt, Aviator, and Mark Radium which kept
the Radium tribe in the limelight. Actually,
Disputed Plains competed as a gelding on the
main part of his jumping career but he had been
used a bit as a colt and from these matings came
both Ben Bolt and Aviator. The Disputed Plains
district near Casino was where Radium had
stood for many ye~ and ~ ~ f~ng that a horse
of this calibre was to bear the name of whal had
come to be known as the home of high jumpers.
The measure of a horse's success in these
years was gauged, not so much by record
breaking, but how many times he got in the
money in Sydney's then major high jumps.
Disputed Plains won the novice at Sydney in
1929. Thereafter his record in the two main
high jumps was as follows:- Winner of the Vice
Regal in 1930, 1931, 1934 and 1938, Winner of
the Piazza in 1930, divided first in 1931 and
1933. He also divided first in Cairns big high
jump as late as 1938. Pat Crawford rode him
early in his career and Mick Shearer late, but it
was lvan Nelson who was most frequently the
rider when Disputed Plains was at his peak as
possibly Australia's best high jumper in the
early Thirties.
Sunray was another good horse ridden by
Ivan Nelson during this period. He won the
Palace Hunt at Sydney in 1929 and was
Champion Hunter in Melbourne 1928. Payne's
horses took in all the major shows including

A. I..
PAYNE'S STRANGER ridden by [VAN NELSON winner
of Palace l lst Hunt, R.A.S„ Sydney 1933.
(J. Nelson)
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A. L.. PAYNE'S SUNRAY rider IVAN NELSON.
(B. Hedley)

W. S. RUSSELL'S PATCHES ridden by IVAN NELSON clearing 7ft, Brisbane 1936.
(Courier Mail)

Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide and Melbourne. A
new horse which did well at all these shows and
another which came to be associated with Ivan
NeIson's name was the big high class black
Victory. Harold Cameron of Tamworth had him
first and won Champion Hack with him in
Brisbane. The Paynes were always on the
lookout for a good horse to add to the team and
purchased him. He was Champion Hack several
more times in Brisbane as well as in Sydney. In
1934 he won Sydney's big heavyweight hunt,
the Daily Telegraph, ridden by Ivan, who the
previous year had won the big lightweight, the
Palace, again, this time on Stranger. Victory and
Disputed Plains also both won in Melbourne.
The high jumps weren't so hard to win in
Melbourne but it was very difficult indeed to
topple the local opposition in the hunting
contests. During his travels with the Payne team
Ivan made the acquaintance of the Russell Bros
of lpswich, Queensland. At this time they had
the great jumping pony Patches, who was a
skewbald, an unusual colour for a jumper at the
time. Patches was only 14 hands, but like Heetor
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in the previous decade, capable at times of
winning open high jumps against all comers.
With this ability Patches was very hard to beat
in the Pony High Jump at RNA Exhibition for a
number of years in the Thirties. In 1936 they
asked Ivan to ride the pony with great results.
the horse creating a new Brisbane record for his
height at 7ft. The combination got on so well
they decided to send their pony with the
Payne's horses to Adelaide and Melbourne, and
Patches won the 14.2 hands high jump at
Melbourne's centenary show fairly easily at 6ft
8in. Big money had been offered in Adelaide for
the high jumps based on heights jumped over a
certain height and the Payne horses looked set
to scoop the pool. But the plans of Jim Burke
and Ivan Nelson went astray when Ivan broke
his collarbone just prior to the show. Harry
Murrell had to be called in to ride the high
jumpers and didn't do so well, the horses being
used to Ivan's style. None of them got over 6ft
6in. At least it saved the Adelaide Show Society
a lot of money. Soon afterwards Ivan who had
married Miss Dorrie Perry, a member of a very

well-known and respected circus family, who
were also very much involved in the show
jumping world, decided to give up regular show
riding and touring with the jumping teams. He
occasionally helped brother Casey out in pairs
and section fours. Due to his well-known ability
he could have got plenty of rides from time to
time, particularly on the Russell Bros horses at
Brisbane. He travelled for a number of years
assisting the Perry Bros in the management of
the circuit and kept on contact with what was
going on in the jumping world, for which he
never lost his interest. He used to tell of how on
one visit to the Valley, Bob also happened to be
there at the time and took him up to have a look
at Azara, who was in one of the couple of boxes
at the back of the house at Ellerslie. Ivan had
been all around the country with the circus and
hadn't seen much of Azara in the show ring.
When he asked Bob how good the horse was,
Bob replied "Get on him and jump him over that
fence~' Ivan took one look at the big solid postand rail fence leading on to Nugents' adjoining
paddock and then at the size ofthe pony.
Nevertheless he did as he was instructed. He
put the pony at the fence and he fairly flew it.
Wheeling him around he jumped him back into
the yard just as easily. After that he used to say
he knew how good Azara was. In the past war
years when Bob was managing T„A. Field's
team, ]van came back to the show game for a
time to assist him. It was a happy time for them
both to be together again doing what both knew
best. After Bob's death he continued his
association with the Fields for a time in
connection with the horses and their country
properties before retiring to Iive at Kingsford.
Despite the big changes on the nature of the
shows and showing, he is still a regular visitor
to Sydney's Easter Show and has never lost his
affection for the place of his birth, Kangaroo
Valley.
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A.
L. PAYNE'S ROBIN, rider IVAN NELSON.
Robin jumped 7ft 8in. then a Queensland Slate Record
Maryborough Show 1928.

12 COLOURS CARRIED BY THE JUMPERS
In Iooking at the various photographs in this
book many will be surprised to see jumpers
competing at the shows in colours, which are
nowadays seen only on a racecourse. From the
turn of the century the regulations governing
show ring jumping specified that riders were to
appear in ''Hunting or Steeplechase costume''.
Although the jumping competitions were referred
to as hunting contests for more than half a
century there was very littIe actual fox hunting or
hunt clubs in N.S.W. or Queensland and even less
as the years went on. Most of the people involved
with show jumpers would probably have had
their sporting interest in steeplechases had they
or their families still lived in England or Ireland,
so most owners and riders of jumpers here opted
for the "Steeplechase Costume'' alternative rather
than the hunting coat of pink, and more so as the
years went on and the big jumping prizes became
the prerogative of the professional rather than
the amateur. The hunting coat was rarity seen in
N.S.W. or Queensland showgrounds after 1910,
and less frequently in the southern states,
although still occasionally in Victoria and
Tasmania. In Melbourne there were some events
confined to hunt club members and qualified
hunters. The owners of the jumping teams which
travelled the show circuits took some pride in
their colours and the horses which carried them.
After a few years show crowds soon began to
distinguish the horses of the various owners and
well known riders by the colours carried. ln the
thirties any knowledgeable schoolboy in a
country district could tell you the colours of the
teams which regularly visited their shows. This
tradition carried on through World War II and
into the fifties when the old style hunting
contests and high j umps gave way to the new
international type show jumping obstacles. The
colours worn by the riders of James Chittick's
jumpers from the turn of the century were the
then familiar red, white stars and red cap
(sometimes with stars on the cap as well). The
Kangaroo Valley football team had similar
colours for many years consisting of a red jersey
with a white star sewn on where the breast
pocket would be on a shirt. Incidentally, all the
Chittick brothers played football for the Valley at
some time, the team being known as the
Kangaroo Valley Stars. Nevertheless in the early
days the brothers all had their own set of colours
in addition to the family colours, and these can be

seen in the family group about 1910 and the
group of horses at Moss Vale about 1921. Bob
rode in his early years in green, pink sleeves and
green cap, and Nelson Chittick in purple with gold
armbands. In the 1921 picture Sep is wearing
light colours which can no longer be identified
and this is one of the few pictures in existence of
Sep dressed to ride jumpers. A couple of years
later he went to the Murrumbidgee Irrigation
Area to live permanently and henceforth his
participation with horses was necessarily limited.
When Bob was with W. J„ Weir in the Twenties he
wore the all sky blue colours of that owner and
came to be well known in them. When Mr. Weir
retired and he started out with his own team of
horses in 1928 he took the colours with him, and
retained them when he went with T.A. Fields
horses in the post-war years. Ned Wheatley when
he went to trotting as a trainer driver recognised
his association with the Chitticks by registering
his colours as light blue with red cap, which was a
combination of the two best known sets of
Chittick colours. Ernie Nelson of course wore the
red with white stars when he rode the Chittick
horses in the late twenties and also wore the
equally well known black, gold sleeves and sash
of John Phillips of Wollongong when he was with
that team in the early thirties. When he started
his own team he used black, blue sash and white
cap and all his horses carried these colours
through the next decade of its success. Ivan
Nelson spent most of his career as a jumping
rider with A. L. Payne wearing the blue with gold
hoops then one of the best known sets in
Australian show rings. Although all but forgotten
by a new generation all these colours were well
known back in those days. This was illustrated to
me many years later in the sixties when I was
racing trotters. At a Goulburn show about 1963 I
was stabled next to a veteran trainer driver
whom 1 had not met previously but later known
to me as Bert McKenzie. As is the custom at
shows we had been having a yarn whilst putting
the gear on our horses. With the trots about to
start I began to put on the red and white stars of
the family which 1 was then using on the trotters.
Looking at me, Bert McKenzie said, "I was just
about to ask you what your name was, but I don't
need to now~
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13 THE NEXT GENERATIONS

BOB CHITTICK and ALAN CHITTICK after winning Pair of Ponies, Wollongong Show 1946 "Driver under instruction”
(A. J. Chittick)

A changing world meant that the great days
of early show jumping in the century would not
be repeated by the new generations, although
quite a few in both families have shown interest
in the show ring and continue to do so. My
father, Nelson Chittick, never lost his interest
and even rode again in the war-time years over
jumps to help in keeping shows going. My
brother, Keith, was a very good rider, winning
the boy rider class at the Royal in the pre- war
years against such opposition as Mev Adams
and Owen Croucher. In the post-war years he
and his wife, Mavis, showed two good hacks,
owned by Mrs. Nari Watkins, in Murray and
Mate. A great worker for the Albion Park Show,
Keith was Albion Park's youngest ever
President when first elected in 1957, and was
still only a young man when he died in 1965. I
wasn't much of a rider myself but the
combination of Dad, Uncle Bob and Ben Byrne
at least taught me how to look after a horse
properly. Dad got a lot of pleasure in his last
years seeing his granddaughters Denise and
Julie having a ride at shows. In 1970, the year
before Dad died, they both rode the winners of
saddle pony classes at Sydney Royal, Denise
riding the eventual champion, Throsby Park
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Chime. Archie, too, took great pleasure in
leading his small children on Azara and the
other ponies in the junior riding classes in the

KEITH NELSON CHITTICK on INVICTA and MAVIS CHARLTON, winning pair Boy and Girl Rider. Kangaroo Valley Show
about 1936. Keith and Mavis married in 1955.

late forties. He was a man who worked
positively for many organisations connected
with the Valley but never lost his interest in the
show, playing a big part in the establishment of
the show on the new grounds in1956. Our story
is necessarily of the past because the classic era
in Australian show ring jumping competitions
ended in the fifties with totally different
conditions gradually emerging. indeed they
probably ended with World War II, tradition
only keeping them going after the thirties as a
new generation grew up who had little contact
with the horse in everyday life. It needed a
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further generation growing up in the seventies,
growth of the pony club movement, and a new
affluence throughout Australia to re-establish
the horse as something a significant number of
the population could afford to own and enjoy.
Few could have predicted 80 years ago the
tremendous resurgence in interest which would
re-emerge. Kangaroo Valley continues in the
equine tradition of the past with a flourishing
annual show and now new well established
features such as the endurance ride in October
and harness driving competitions.

THE FOURTH GENERATION-DENISE CHITTICK (aged 12 years) riding THROSBY PARK
CHIME. Reserve Champion Sydney Show 1969, Champion I 970.
Great granddaughter of JAMES CHITTICK.
(A. D. Arnold)

THE FOURTH GENERATION - PHILLIPPA MARTJN (aged 13 years), riding Champion Saddle Pony, Wollongong
Show 1984. Great granddaughter of D. A. NELSON.
F. Martin
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